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i[NTRopucirroN
There was a-time when the Objective of:the childhood game,of'musieal chairs
was tobe the only person left sitting on a Chair. Times have ehanged..With the'New
Games toncept,Ahe objective of musical chairs is to get as man y persons as possible
onto One chair. ln _thiS-inanner,,no one-loses, everyone has f:iin and the negative
effects of COMpetitibri-are_ eliniinated.
This increased'conscionsne8s.fiaS affected all the aspects in the Health, ,Physi.

eal;Education, and Recreation areas. SOrne large corporatiobs are now providing
Jogging-tracks arid_ exercise _rooms, inside-of their buIlding,head quarters. Professional Organizatiops,Otfer recreation Al trips as part of annual conferences. Federal,
state, and local park autheritiAThiter .Symphonies, plays; and concerts outdoors.
Thislinerased. consciousnqSS' has created a new need to acquire information.
-about various ,recreational.and,physical-.activities-that-Werkalmost unheard -of
decade ago. in addition to the' more common - spOrts of .baseball, football; and
-baticetball,young people and' adults ;alike Wanl, to _krio* how, to- hafigglide; play
:racquetball,:Scitlia dye, and .even..sitatooara: Shorter -work periods and longer
rper,eational periodS :have- senewed interest_ in model. buildingstainp -and-coin
collecting,,and-even;beeican-,colleeting. The interests .and enthlisiams-thaw this
phenomena ngignited has also led-to increased publication of bcroks, pamphlets,
and articles in journals, popular magazines, aiid)neWspapers. How to help stUdenii
to reaciand-learn_abonV these areas-is whal4hiS boOk is all about..
Page Bristow and 'Alqn 'FarStrup have developed this text. foF Health; Physical
Education, and:Recreatiori.teaehers employing the philosoPhythatteachers cannot
assume all4heir students arckcapable of readirig all the textbooks. Just as a physician
gives-a physical ekaMinatiOrrin her or-his office to diagnose the state of health; so
must teachers assess thestrengths-and needs of:their students -to determine if they
will Understand flit printed 'Materials used in the cour8e.
_The_text-provides=informak:easy-to- Make assessment ,procednies,_with many
-examples of -these techniqUes; a, discussidn-of the special vocabulary-in these areas
and how tateach it effectively; and methods of increasing study and comprehension
_Skills.-The book concludes with sources Of materials for further study,aild stiggeS-

lions for'evaluapng them.,

-

Alfred J. Ciani
Series Editor
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It is Monday Morning ancra student, let's'say !Phoe be, needs to find some

answersto the rules of ten nis,:rk match is scheduled for thtee that afternoon; Phoebe
has-been assigned to umpire. There are many ways in whiCh Phoebe could'procced,
butthe most efficicin: is to get.a copy of the official rules of tennis, teacta rid study it
carefully. It is at this crucial poi in..that teachei and students have -the opportunity
to see positive results achieved throtigh application of the-reading techniques.-put

.

ti

forth in this book tthat are specifically designed'to enable karats in the ar*_of,
.health, physical education, and, recreation to-read -more effectively, learn-More
efficiently, and, .ultimater, to show betier performance; in this case, as umpire-on
A
-t
the tennis court. '
L Teachers who kndw how 'to evaluate student-fel-ditiPeeds and assess the
difficulty 'of classroom materials, who-can-help students build-better vocabularly
and improve reading skills, will be those teachers --wfio will well ptepare their
students for-the many challenges where reading skill i4 an important Iactor. Jell
ptc.paredttkierits, obviously, will be able to apply the most effective- meanklto
stUdy,loVexarnple, the rules of tennis. They will' be able to react, study, and review
the efkts of Vitamins on .the human body or,assess materials-in the classroom to
determitit-hoW-best to organize a recreation progratn. The suggestions and exampies offered in this monograph are'iteant to help leachers.work With students,,
improving their performa nee,tin all, areas by-preparing-them to read, Comprehend,and study More effectively:

,goals of the Monograph
The Major goil of the monogtaph is to provide reading insights and instructiona I ideas to teachers in the.areas of health, physical education, and recreation. In (..
the example setforth above, the student Confronted with the problem of how -to
quictly,review the rules of tennis will have a distinct advantage if. he orshe.lras been
prepared by-Means of,the reading techniques set forth-in subsequent chapters of this
monograph.
Secondary; but related goals include those of providing practical, uncompli,
cated suggestions for identifyibg
the btoad categories of reading.difficulty expe.
d

do,

1.
1

9

rienced-by liudents,, organizing_Tor instruction, coping with technical or other
special vocabularies, improving the Understanding of written materials, develOping

important study skills, and selecting materials -to -meet-student needs. InIshort;
-teachers will be grovided with a wide range of information designed to help them
develop student rcading,abilities -in a -way that improves- and sharpens students in

/

.

The Role Of the Teacher,
1

,

.

,

Teachers can 1-1610 students by anticipating the kihds of general reading
prOblems- that might be encotintered and by organizing lessons-in _a way that
.
minimize probfems, and iinproVelht chances- for.successful performance.
It is hoped the..ideasi approaehes,, and techniques firesentcd here will help.
in tHe areaS of health,
teaers.to iniproy4th.e overall pFrtormanae of
Of the frdstratiods that
physical, ethfcatiOn,,and- recreation. while alleviating so
-

ththeir-students

come- with unanticipated.reading problems. Perhaps the budding tennis referee will .
find success instead Qf frUstration as a result of the reading-related hclp drawn from
.
.
t
the Pages that 011ow.
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'2., AS SESSMENT TECHNIQUES

.

J
,Many-content teachers assume that almost al[ students are reading on grade
level andiare ready to learn from the written materials available.,Unfortuutely, this
is welyithe-casq,._ Student ability' within a class can vary_ a great deal. tiurmeister
(1974) indicated,tha(in a fifth' grade Class _reading levels_can- be expected to range
from,:hightlitt:grade_to_rdid7eighth__grade-level,_ As students-move -to higher-grade

levels the range increases. An average -eleventh grade class can be expected to
include,.students reading from,the fifth__eo the fifteenth grade level (Burmeister).
,divelLthis_igre-at range of reading (Aciiity, student ability to work-effectively
with- Vvritten materials and to uSo_skillS:riecesSary-iii the subject area will'also vary
,widely. Theretore;_it becomes necessary_for teachers to use diagnostic instruments
to determine,-student, strengths and needs in :important areas. This diagnostic
information then enables teachers to include-skills_review or instruction in their
program as 'needed. If-this diagnosis and subsequent instruction does not occur.'
student "learning Will be' h indered, isOmetinies severely so.
A -numbeVof , diagnostic techniques are available-to assess student ability.

' Among-the most effective are .those pjepared. by the classroom teacher from

,.

e

.

materials closely related to -those used for instruction. Development -of- informal
diagnostic tools .by the.teacher has- several advantagelOover using- conimercially
prepared tests. These advantages include:
I.

Areas to-be tested are these importaptifor success in the particular class.

2.

The telt can be designed to measure specific concepts or skills.

3.

Materials to be used for class instruction can be tested to determine their
appropriateness.
4

-

and can be-used to plan instruction.

are available
4.* . Results
.

5, Quesions A, similar to those asked inlass on a regular ba'sis.
,

;

-

N,

Faiow-up tests can be given to measure st dent progress. ?ernonstraimprovement is motivating for st, enis andfteache st
4

Q

r-

None of the assessment techniques that will be described here is difficult or
time- consuming -to prepare, administer, or analyze. All give the classroom teacher

information useful in planning and organizing instruction.

Inforitti Teacher Made Inventories
Informal tests vary widely in the amount and type of diagnosa information
they collect. They can be designed to measure only one specific, skill (such as
`following directions) or a number of skills. They can be administered to a whole
clasS. a small group, or a single student. Whatever the purpose and scope of the
informal test, the procedure in constructing the test is the same:
I.

Decide what skills will be measured.

2.

Design questions that will assess student knowledge of these skills.

,Below.aie several types of informal teacher-made -tests designed to ugsess
studtctrt ability or interest.in a number of areas. In each case, the skills to be tested
are noted:

The doze Procedure. Fairweather, et al.. (1978) described an application of
the doze procedure that can be used to determine the most appropriate match of
sttWents to reading materials. TheAcloz&procedure (Taylor, 1953; Bormuth, 1963:
-A.-

Bormuth, 1967) enables teachers to sort-stude,nts-efficiently into three categoric's: ( 1)

those_ who_can readiheie.tektbook independently,_(2) those who can understand
much of their textbook but need direct teacher assistance or a study guide to grasp it
fully, Ind (3) those who cannot.readtheir textbook well enough to use it effectively.
The procedure follows-the "principle-of closure, "-the tendency of people to
Complete fragnientary,perceptions,or thoughts, by asking students to fill in blanks

formed by deleting every fifth word in a passage. The following is a portion of a
doze Procedure based on a seventh grade health text (Richmond et al., 1977):
that perform needed taiWs
Nutrients are substances in
are proteins.
main
classes
of nutrients.
the body. There are
food
provides all
fats,
and,
water.
No
Vitamins, minerals,
,
food such as meat
your body needs: Butthe
A
. ....
...
cereal may, provide several
/
a

'

,

/

,

To substitute the correct words for the blanks, students must use.information
related to their/knowledge of English rules of grammar and meaning. Since proficient,reading requires these same types of information (Goodman,1967; Ryan and
Spume!, 1964), the ability of studepts to complete such sentences accurately reflects
their ability to read and understand them.
lo7.e tests are constructed, ssored, and the results analyzed iin terms of a
student's- ability to identify exactly the words that have been deleted from the text.
Eden though most students will be able to.insert words that fit the context of the
_passage, it is important for techers to realiie that the interpretation of oloze test
resultS is based upon the proportion ogexact responses by the student. Obviously, in
the `!real" world a contextually Correct answer is perfectly acceptable, and can be
seen as evidence of good readinvbility. However, the doze test procedure described here is designed to provide an index of how well a particular text matches the
readingability of a student. In order for scoring to belear and unambiguous, only
exact replacements for deleted woriJs are scored as correct.

,

A

.

Were are the steps outlined by Fairweather, et al. (1978) that arc necessary;for

the preparation, adminiStration. scoring, and interpretation of a doze procedure:
I.

Select a 30-sentence passage from each eighth of the text; taking into
account topical organization as much as possible.

2.

Count the number of-words containing three or more syllables in each of
the eight' passages identified in step

A

ow,

Find the average of the eight jet of numbers determined in step 1 and

3.

select the one passage of the eight examined that is closest to this average.
T-his, passage is likely to be representative of the readability level of the

text.

1.

o

Mark the sentence that contains the two-hundred-and-fiftieth word in

4.

the passage identified in. step 3.

Type the passage (double syaced), deleting every fifth-word. The first
deleted wordin the passage can be any-one of the first live words in the
passage. Make each blank one- and -one -half inch in length. Continue
until the sentence identified in step 4 has been typed. Fifty Words'should
.,
be deleted.

5.

+11

Explain to the students that they are`to fill in each blank with the word

6.

-that fits best. "Emphasize that they'need not concern-..themselves with time

limits or exact spelling.
e

P...4.3

,.

1,

.

Give the students as much time as they need zo complete the task.

7.

.,Sfudents should be encouraged to reread the passages and make changes

or vorrections they feel are appropriate.
Count the numb& til-correct (exact) responses and divide W50 to obtain
the percent correct. Note that students must %vine the exact word deleted

8.

in order to be,eredited with a "correct" respofise.

.

Interpret the,pereentage scores according to the following chart:

9.

=

.

SCORE

,

INERPRETATION

,

INDEPENDENT LEVEL
The student can read the'text independently.

58-100%
=

.

.
=

,

.
INSTRUCTIONAL Y.,EVEL
dii-eh
The student can read the text With either

44-57%
-

.

teacher assistance or with a detailed study guide.-

.

FRUSTRATION LEVEL
The student finds the text too difficult tolearty
from it. Other activities and materials must be
.
used instead. .47*.lf

0-43%

a

12

.

13
.
,

.

,

Teachers find the case of preparation, administation, and scoring, of the

procedures attractive. Moreover,-it allows teachers to measure reading compreliension directly as,it occurs rather- than indirectly through recall as ietext-followed'by-question" co mpre hension tests. The procedure alsorneasures student sensitkity
to the writer's
style, an important determinant of
often untapped by
.
coriventional-teStingiproccdures.
.
-,
.
.
The cloze procedure _provides the, teacher with a valid means of identifying

..

o

6
.

.

e.

student abilitYto comprehend classroom, materials and with inforination-abdut
4w to approach instructional t.4 s. The'leacher can choose insituctional te0.niques,freely fortho;e students wh read the text independently; while for those at
the instructional Orlinstrational;level, the teacher mist carefully plan instructional
''"-. 'techniques to provide suffiei4 support -to enable students to use the written .9,-

material effectively.InstructionalteeThniques_for increasingstudent comprehension

"arc discussed in chapter4. -..

.. .-

.

-

--

.

Informal Grow Reading Imientory. Another technique available for use in
measuring student reading comprehension of text or other elassrooth material ;s
called the informal group reading inventory. This technique al's° Pests student
knowledge of vOcabillary words. Procedures for preparing an informal group
.. .
reading inventory are:
_

Y

.,

;

-

]

.

-

-'

..

;

Choose a thrice to five-page selection loin
ro the text or other written

I.

material to be ustdn the classroom. Check .to be sure that it is represen-4
tative of other materials that will -be-used..
. .,_

1

.

Read through the material carefully. Note important vocabulary,
words-.those that represent .the key concepts in the material. Note also
the main idea, important-details. and other impotant aspects students
would be expected to remember after reading the selection.

:Based on notes from the reading, prepare 10 to 15 questions about the
passage. Types of questions -that may be included and samples are listed
beloW, (question. types in parentheses). The questions are based on a
-hypochetical .passage that describes the effects and treatment of poison
ivy irritation. Additional exampleso(thesesquestions are provided in the
sample. of Informal Group. Reading Inventory below.
,

a.

/Clain idea question(s) will require students to determine the main
purpdk of the selection. (What is the main purpose of this selection
,
on poisOnivy?)

b".

Important details questions-will focus onimportant factual information 'directly stated in the t election. (What is the most important
factor in the treatment of poiS'on-ivy?)

c.

VKaIdary'representing key concepts questions will measure understanding ofwords-',which must be understood ii.comprehension is to
occur. (What is ai)o'lher,word which:meiA the same as "remedy " ?).

,

d. Inktence questiphs.,iill-require students to infer an idea that is not

directly stated by the author or make a judgment that grows logically
from the facts.stated in the r-cadin*. (Why do you think the writer
recommends changing clothing after exposure to poison ivy?)

13.

i

/
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Drawing conclusions questions will.require combining factual infor-4,
'nation presented, or making a number of inferences from informa-

c.

tion presented; to draw.a general conclusion. (Which would be a
better treatment for poison ivy'dermatitis: baking soda and corn
starch or iron salts? Why?)

Sequence questions will require that students remember the order in
which several events either did occur, or should occur, according to
'the material read. (List three things you would do after being exposed
to poison-ivy. Tell in what ordeethey should happen and explain why
,
the order- is important.)

f.

informag. Cause and effect question's will require students, given the
effect of a

tion presented, to either remember or infer what the
particular event was or will be. (What will happen if the exposed
areas are not treated in a short peritd of time?)

The _number and_ types of questions included an informal group- reading,
inventory will-depend onThe_tiature_of the reading selection and the comprehension
skills the teacher plans-to einphasize during instruction.
Below-is an informal group readingitifentorthat might be used with senior
high students. It is based oh A public service pamphlet, Stress and You'r-ikalth*.
After each question, the type of question is stated (vocabulary,.rnain idea, etc.). This
information is provided herd'fair the teacher's benefit and would .not normally be
included on the student,soPy.
-

Sample of Informal Greiip Reading Inventory (senior high
I.

What is the main point of*this reading selectidn? (main idea)
a.
b.
c:
d.

Understanding stress and the ways in whichtii:affects your health
.
.
Emotion i that cause stress
Hormones that are produced in reaction to stress
Psychosomatic, illnesses

Which of the-following would be a situation or feeling that would cause. stress?
,
(inference)

c.

lZunning a three-minute mile
Anger
A surprise birthday parry

d.

All of the above.

a.'

3.

.

.4c

,

What is a "psychosomatic" illness? (yocabulary)
a.

An illness that is,caused by. or influenced by. the.ensolions

b.

An

c.

When a. person is.having a psychological problem
A disease that results from taking mind-anering drugs,

d.

*Courtesy of the Metropolitan Life Insolance Company. New York. 19170.
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4.

Choose the'example below. of a pleasant type of stress. (important detail)
a.
b.
C`.

Worrying about office problems at honle

eiolfing'
Watching a football game,

d.' b and c above
5.

Put a check by the physical characteristics listed below which are signs that the body is
reacting to stress. (inference)
a-,"lrapid heartbeat

b. Yawning
e. Deep sleep
d. Quick movement
e. Contracting blood vessels
-11 Fast breaihing.

6.

You have just "read about_ hoiv,-the body can be affedted by stress. Think aboura,
-situationin which you have been under ktress._Tell what physical reactions-yot! had at

that time that may have been related to stress. (drawing conclusions)
r-

7.
-I

When does stress become a probleth? (important detail)
a.
b.
c.

d.
8.

Anytime it happens
When it is very intense arid strong
When it continues to build-without a release of tension
When it causes a physical reaction
'

Given what you have learned about stress, which of the following can be concluded?
(drawing conclusions)
a.
b.
c.

d.

9.

"At

It would be best to avoid stress whenever possible
Being able to relieve excessive stress is important
Stress is usually good liar us
Some people-never experience stress

If ,a person experiences continual emotional stress, what might be the result?
(cause and effect)
a.
b.
c.

d.

No effect from the stress
TN:. stress becomes more intense
The stress disappears
'Physical illness

.
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Textbook and-Study Skills Inventory, any students, unfortunately, enter
?econdary classrooms without the skills needed to. efficiently use the textbook.
Inability-to use the headings, subheadings, glossary, table of contents and/ or index,

and difficulty interpreting figures; charts,. or graphs can certainly handicap a
student in learning from the text, Since some students may be adept at some of the
skills in -several areas, a tektbook inventor;y3zased on-the 'elassroomItext can be
extremely -helpfuLin-pinpointing Sludent.strengths and weaknesses-in-study skills

-and-giVelnformation that can be used in plarininf instruction.

The purpbse of the textbook and study skills inventdry is to determine whether
students are able to find information_ -inta textbook_by using the parts of the book
and_ by reading bar and line graphs and tables. This inventory can:be used most
profitably when the text is 'first given to students, probably at the beginning of the
school -year or semester.
-1n-order to prepare a textbook and/or study-skills inventory, these steps may
be' followed:
,

,

I.

identify the` text or written materials upon which the inventory will be
based. Belsure it is representative of the materials that will be used
regularly , '
.
i

/

2J

Survey the- materials,- noting the aids that are provided to facilitate use of
the material, such as:- bibliography, table of contents, headings, subhead-

ings, iiidex, glossary, -and visual aids. These visual aids might include
pictures, charts, diagranis, and/or various types of graphs (circle,: bar,.
line)./

3.

_
4.

,

.

.

,

/1
ChobSe the aids to, be included as areas to be tested lAhe inventory.
/
-1...
Prpare 10 to 20 questions that measure the aids to be tested.

/

.

Below is an example of a textbook inventory based on a sixth grade health text
(Richmond et al., 1977). When presenting a textbook inventory to students, be sure
to explain its.purpose and assure them thatit will not be graded. Encourage them to

do their best.

Textbook and Study Skills Inventory
Answer the questions below to show how well you can find information in this
book.
I.

In what order do the following parts of this book app*car?.Number each one to show its

order in the book.

a. Glossary
b. Table of Contents
c. Bibliography (list of books)
d. Index

To answer the questions below, put your answer in the ANSWER box. Then tell
how you found till: answer in the PROCEDURE box. The first question is answered for you.
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---ANSWER
,What is the title of chapter 2?

Drugs & Health

PRPC.PURE
tooked.in Table of
.Contents on.page S.

What-is the meaning of
protozoan?

3

On what pages would l'you f indirn fo

.Mation-about mental retardation?
5.

On what .page is theIopic. "Why
Should You Exereise?" discussed? '

-6.

On what.page would you find
informatiOn about-glucoser

7.

8.1

1

What is the,pronunciaiion -key
for conjunctivitis?

Who *rote; this book?
"1

What is the copyright date_ of
this book?

to,answer the questions below, circlethe correct answer.
W.=

Look at the bar graph on, page 237. _How many, students in the class had been
vaccinated Against German Measles?

a. 24
1 I.

c. 5

d. 0

\Look at the chart on page 70. ,What percentage of alcohol in the blood produces
clumsiness -and, serious loss of judgment and coordination?

a. 0.03%'
-12:'

b. '10

b. 0.9%

c.. 0.12%

d. 0:15%

Look at the line graph on Page 215. In what grade-level range do the mostacciden's
happen to boys and girls?
a.

1-3

b. 4-6

c. 7-9

d. 10 -12

'or

Ditanizinifor lititrUciion,
As Stated, earlier,. the purpose-of diagnostic. testing is ,to.determine Specific
student,Strengths..an4d- needs so that appropriate insteuction!can.he planned.
instructidnibased--on';these diagnosed needs ismuCh more -effieiefit than the
`frequeritlystised,approach oilteachitig' everything toi.all students. This practice of
unfocused 'leaching almost always 'Wastes some students' Aimc since they have

already. mastered the 'Skills being taught Only through diagnoStic testing and
teachingibased'on this diagnosis ate teachers.able.to efficiehtlyuSe'ClaSslime and
enkde.thatstudents;have, the necessary skills to handle the written materials
Once students have,.been:teste&wittka-diagnostiC assessment instrument,
.tesutts need to be .stuilmariipd,,so,they,can be used for .planning inStrUction,
An efficient -War to.:StiMmarize.the: information gathered is by recording the
to categorize results into
he
e profile Shot
-results-on.a-ciass.chartvOr profile
types of skills tested Once results have been stiMmarized in this-.way,ii is easy for
teachers to scan the profile chart ani:Fdetermine which students have weaknesses in
any of the skill areas If the teacher plans to group students for skill instruction, it is
immediately_ clear which students to include in each-group.
The exaMple%ofkiiirofile chart: di's-played, below was designed to 'summarize
results of an _..informal :group,readi rig _inventory .measuring compfehdrision--Aills..
This ,basic 'format can be -adapted-AO.,fit;different-'siied=grOuPs or Types of
chart (if more students are inclu-ded).
measured simply by extending the length of
or by-bAriging the skilltategaries_noed across the.top. This type of profile may also

-

itudy skill g inventories or

-be-used .to summarize results from textbook

1

attitude/ interest' inventories by appropriately modifying the categories.

othpreAension Skills Profile

'..-'

'

.

f

Skill. A rea
Sk

... .

,

.

e,

,linpor- . Key :: ..Under-

7

Student

Cause

-

_

Name

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

......

.

.
,

.

4

.

.

.

..-

,

.

.

.

:

.
kr

0

and
Main : tan? .,r0ca b- standing
Other
-Effect
Sequenie_
idea ',Details glary Inference
....

.

.

.

.

.__.

.

.
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,Assessigg Attitudes Od-figerest
.....___,...
I

.

.

.

.

.14creatien and physical education teachers- have a unique opportunity to
affect the lifetime -recreational ;habits of their students. Student interest in and
years. ;
attitude toward class activities, certainly influence their involvement in
.,. Forekainplei,.4 student who develops interest and skill in playing tennis as_part of a
recreation or phySicaleducatiOn-prograin:Maycontinue playing for a lifetinie. On
the other hand; students who dislike physical education may avoid similar physical
. activity- for the rest or theirsfives., Because young people's enthusiasm for course
to beavi5a re of
aCtivitiet-.Mayraffeet lifetime
-student-feelings and inake:evefy_afteniiit.to increase
student'
and improve
.
. interest
.
,
student attitudes.
.
. - , ,.
,
-Student,Attitude-and-interett are no less important in the health class.:Here,

/

.also, Meth* habits are being developed: if interest in topics_ such as nutritional
.value of foods, first aid, preVent ivlental and healthcare are developed in classes, a
-,e ofitinuedinterek ip these areas may-sesult.I
If jeaches _adopt the goal of :increasing -student- interest and -improving
attitudes therl. they must gather information.about their students' attitudes and
_present level. of interest Several teChniques are useful in making this assetsment.
(;',)n-elassetsment technique often usedis-observation. Teachers can learn Much_

I

.about students' attitudes and:interesit:by observing how they react-to class aCtivi-ties. It is easy to tell which studSnts-enjoy basketball: by noting the amount of
enthusiasm displayed on the days- games are played. -However, exclusive use of
'observation to measure interest 'Makes it difficult to get a measure of the relative
interest in areas being taught.. A student may show interest inallteain sports, for
ekample;hut-prefet to concentrate' in one area such as soccer. Often this'is not clear E.
to ail .ohserVer. Another problem with observation as an assessment technique is
that teachers Often have contact with a large,Atimberof students, making it difficult
to remember information about' individual studentS.
Student interviews*e-atiother -wart° measure, attitudes and interest; how,
ever, again,.the large number
of students teachers encounter makes this technique
.
.
'
,
:impraOtiCal.
Using a questkonnaire is probably the most efficient technique available. As
/Alexander and Filler (1976) pOintout, the questionnaire is both easier and quicker
,than.the_other techniques listed above.
.
The prOcedure for preparingia questionna!re tO measure attitudes and/or
idterestis similar tó .that- followed in iirepa ring- informal inventOries;

,.
.
I tli.tt

,

..

-, ,

,
'

1.

Determine whatareas of interest and/or attitudes-will be measured.

2.

Prepare quesitons that will- measure these areas.

",
I

t

:BelOw,are.exampl4 Oattitude.and,interest inventories that have-been pre-Tared for use with stu0Ots in health, physical education; and/or reCreation.
."'StUdent, responses calf be4stunniariiedlon a .proille sheet as suggested, in the

previekt section, "Orgahizing-for'Instruction."
,;

,
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a

interest Ini,entorFabd and Health
The area!; listed belOW -Ire topics we may study in our next unit, "Food and
Health."Please tank your interest in these topics by circling either the number 2, I,
'`or 0 next. to- each topic; 2 = very interested; I = sgmewhat interested; 0 = not
interested..
.

-

44,

,

Somewhat
Interested

Intefested

2

1

0

2

1

Basic food groups

.

Not

Very
'Interested

a

Basic nutrients and their functions

\
0

,

l

,

t2.

-Cultural aSpects of fool!

i

0

1

1;

ep

0-s

Dieting, weight corn rol

04

0

Digestion and absorption of food

0

1-

I

Diseases caused by. poornutritioh
...

Food additives, preservatives

2

Rod labeling

2

I

0

Food inisinfoimation, fads, and trends

2

1

0

Junk Foods

2

I

0

2

.1.

1

0

>,
Menu planning

4 '

,

0

0

Nuy.it ioils snacks

1

l'elatiomof food to

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

physical development
Safe_preparation of food

Vitamins and Minerals

2

0

1

,

4
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Attitue/Interest Inventory -Pilysical Education
O

Number the following sports according to y4rin'terest in participatingIn them. I =
.

most interest; 15 =east interest.-Five spaces have been left blank; write in sports you are
interested in that are not listed. Be sure to include the sports you have written in when you
1,
.
number the,sports according-to your interest.
,

a.

i.

Baseball

Tennis
V oliiiyball

'b. Basketball
k.

c.

BoWling

d.

Football

-e.

Gplf

M.

f.

GYmnastics

n

g.

Soccer

O.

h.

Softball

.

Below are listed-some recreational activities. Check each activity that you participated
in at leaSisonce last year. If you (1.6 an activity at least once a month, check it twice( N).-If
). If the
you,particiriate at least once a week, make three-checks by the activity,(

activity is, done at only certain times!of,.the year; consider only the weeksArou
participate.

a.

Backpacking

* b., Bicycling
e.

I.

Cross-cotintry skiing

n, Judo

.

ti
Surfing

e.

Hiking

o.

f.

Horseback riding

p. Swimming

g.

Jogging

q.

Walking

h.

Pool

r.

Water skiing

i.

Racquetball

s.

Weight training

j. Sailing
0

S.

Ice skating

m. Downhill skiing

Canoeing

d. Dancing

a

k.

21
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Attitudeanterettinventory-Phy.tical Education, continued
1

.

Fill in theeblanks by choosing orie or the anwers listed below the question (questions
4-8),or by calif* in the blank (questions 9-12). Chobse the answer that best describes yourself

A

or what You think.

t,

112

/a. -excellent

b.. good

1.'

4.

.

I

/

b. 3 times a week

a. :everyday

..

.....
I like

4.

imporiant-t0 me.

.

.

a. very

d. 'hardly ever

C. once a week

,

Winning is

3.

c. poor

d. ,below average

s

...0

S

,

c. average

I exercise

2.
s

4'

-physiCal condition:

Larn in

1.

A

c. not

b. soniewhat
.

.

sports.-

,

A. leant

'b'. individual

to compete against others.
-.

a. like
.

6.,

lar: don't like

,
When,' play on a team. 1 am usually i_

.

.

i

-.

.1

'as a player.

>

a. better.than average
(.,

...

.

A

*i

skip physical
education
..
h. have Physicaleducation twiee aday
c. have physical education once a day
d. have- phical.educatiori once a. week

-,a..

.

I play sports to

8.

,

a. get e xercise b. be withother people. c. wiri d. 'have fun e. be challenged
.

,

.

What I like most about pliyglail education. is

9. '

;

10.. ,W hat 1 like least about physical education is
If I could change something about my.physical,education class.' 1 would-

11.

%Z.

..

12.

.4

a.

.

.....

I would like.to

<7

b, avexage
. c. po'orer than average
.

My favorite kind of exercise is

S.

1.

1
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3. .COPING WITH
TECHNICAL VOCABULARY
8

the most common-stumbling blocks for students when, attempting to
One
-learn from written materials in health, physical education, and recreation is techni-

cal vocabulary. Students are' confronted with a.huge number of terms, many of
which they have never, seen or heard before. Sometimes, the WordS are faibiliar,
the meanings are different from their experience or they only have a vague idea of
the- word's actual meaning. For example, consider The sentence that follows:

A.:chemical substance spilled on the skin nvy be porticulaily treacherous;- causing burns. allergic reactions, and inflammation.
.

.

A number of the words in this sentence may be unfatniliar, to studenti. The use Of the
wdrd "burn" may prae confusing to some who think of burn as resulting only from
a flame. Students_may have diffieulty with.thelise of "treacherous" in this sentence:
h'aving'previously encountered the word only in phrases such-as "tbe. treacherous
vi!ater"mr "the treacherous rocks." Technical words.like "allergic" and "inflamma-

lion" alsb will :be unfamiliar to-niany student's. -Heavy vocabulary)oads. make
learning difficult even for-students who -.re above-average'readers; they, too; hdye
difficulty comps zhending material containing so many unknown words.
There' ate a ournber of ways teachers pn-help their students learn-technical
vinabulary. The-sectiOns that follow demonstrate a-variety of activities for iMproyStudents' technical vocabulary. and explain.-how they might be used.

*

pagifyintand Preter;ching Difficult Words.
Teachers can greatly reduce the prOblerns caused by technical vocabulary by
previewing reading assignments to identify Words ,that may present problerns.
During this, preview, teachers should select t hose-word-that expiegs the important

coneepts in the material Then, teachers can introduce these Words. to students
before they begin to read. Eleloware some guidelines (adapted from Thomas and
Robinson, 1977) for-preteaching difficult words:

b.

'

Introduce
le vordin comm. If the sentence from t 4; text offe*rs useful
# t ilii
context.clpes, use that context. If not, prepare a sentence that uses the

1.

word in a context.that helps to explain the meaning of the word as used in
the reading assignineiTt.

.
2.

Divide long Words into syllables. North that are carefully.Oronounced
are more, easily reMembered_than-words that are not pronounced. "CardioVascular" becoines much less formidable when divided into sma114r,
prOnounceable.parts----cap-di,o-rgzen=lar.

3:

Pohl' out robisAprefixes, andsuflixes thaegiye.aelue to the meaningf
the word. Words such as "germicide,","tinliterxin," "epidertnis,"..add-.
:`microbe" are easier to understand when students know these_root and

.

-

-affix meanings; cide=,kill: anti=against: toxrpoisori; dertn=skin; epir-144i;tnic1-&--sinall, and scope=watch...

GiVe examples of words students already know that haye_the same root
-or affixes. For ',germicide," other words that-might-he introduced are:'
"herbicide," "insecticide," and "fungicide." For "epidermis," students
Can he reminded of "Derniassage," a-skin cream, or "Dermicel,"an\acne
Medicine.
I

Imikilple meanings. Often. common Words, such as
ball, strike, and run, hav,eSppcjal meanings when-ipplied to another area,
. such as haseball.nStUdei4must learn the-technical meaning used in'the
o sport. Knowledge Ofthe'rpor,cOmMon,meaningsfre not useful and may
probe to be Misleading..

Preleac terms

----^

0

,

,

J
7:

Relate words to student experience. Whenever possible, introduce the
word in ti,cOntext familiar to studentsifor instance,--when'thernimeter
is introduCed, bring one to class andTtake someone's .ternperature. An
indoor-outdoor thermometer might also be displayed, and the similarities and differences discussed. This would be an ideal situation in -which
to mention the thermostat and._barOtheter, pointintrysut-the4r similar
roots and affixes, as- well as their similar uses.
'
_PrOvide-stifficienrpraelice.'Students must encounter words to be learned
in a variety -of contexts. Varied:repetition of:the words is necessary for

learning. Teachers must use'the words in speaking-and encourage students to do the same. Teachers can-create-a variety of exercises that will
provide interesting ways for students- to practice new words.
,1

8.

Teach students skills that will enable them to be indepetklentin-learning`
new-word meaningst,: qnfortunately, too many students think there are'
known word is
only -two skills- -that can be utilized'-when- an
encounterbdIctoking in the dictionary and asking meone. While
these -arc certainly useful skills, they-should only be u d When other
tactic. haVe failed. Use -of context clues,diision of word .into syllables,
and knOwhIdge of- prefixes and suffixes are all skills that enable students
to develop independence in figuring out word meanings.

t -A

The sections that follow provide e2camples.of exercisethat will give students
practice,in using technical vocabulary. They also entourage development of those
skills that will enable students to develop vocabulary knowledge independently.

24
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Developing Vse_of-Context Clues
Use of context is the most ValuableAill students can develontc. ncreaselheir
knowledge of word .mcaning..Conteil-is--ilifir.ci clue that should be used when an
unknown word is encountered. 'Unfortunate1'y, many students.have seen encouraged to use -other less efficietifelues suchs looking it up in the dictionary. sounding
it out:- or asking_sotheone.
Students usually need direct instruction-in coptexi.--skilis 'before they realize
that,thercan use the words around the_unkndwn term to determine its Meaning. At

times, students will have to_be shown howsentences around_the word or even
surrounding paragraphs will help etkplain the. word's meaning.'
One technique that &can be used tolincrease student use Of-Context clues is the
demonstration of several-commonly used types of context clues. Those below are

aded-from Thoinas and Robinson (1977); in which teachers can find a more'
,complete list.
For each -kind of context clue presente,d here, an c xampliFfelating-to health,
physical education, or recreation is given.

Context Clues

I.

Direct explanation: A toxin is a poisonous substance.

2.

Evertence: After a period of strenuous exercise, you will become very

3.(

4.

tired. This is your body's way of telling you to stop and rest.

Explanation through example:Some drugs can lead-too/Mellon. When

'used too often, these drugs will make the body deriend on them. For
example, some people's .bodies depend.on alcohol. if they go too long
without the drug, they get very sick.
Synonym: Depressants or doWners, are often prescribed by doctors to

promote sleep or relaxation.
5.

6.

Comparison or. tontrast: Alan was certain he didn't want to play a
contact sport like football or hockey, so tie we.neout for handball instead.
t
Words in a series:Julie's fever, sneezing, and'cough suggested she might
be suffering from one of the following: 'a bad cold, the...flu, or possibly

pneumonia.

"Ctt

7.

Inference: He had st'hins all over his fingers and teeth from smoking; he

coughedall-the time; he got. short of breath simply_climbing three steps.
His body was suffering from the effects,-of nicotine.
-

Another useful teaching technique that gives students practice with context
.clues is the doze procedure. The doze procedure was introducedin chapter 2 as a
diagnostic technique; -however, it can also be used for instruction and practice.
When used for instruction, the doze procedure Can be Modified so th instead of
omitting every fifth word, every tenth word Or lanly the worAs to be studied are
omitted. One major drawbsyc in using We doze frequently noted by teachers is that

a.

1

.

o

I
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students ofken find it hard to consider themselves successful in doze exercises. Since
they have difficulty filling in all the blanks, they feel they are not successful at doing
the ex ..rcise. It is important io stress to students at the outset that.succeSsstandatds
with the.cloze are much loWer (44% or better is an acceptable core) than the more
t
.
cominon standards lafiest success where 70% is passing.

A modificition of the doze. procedure, ilfe maze technique, can also be used.
The Maze technique iF much less frustrating thab the doze procedure since ultip1le
choice sclectiOn is easier than providing a,Wodfor a blank space and stu nt scores
)are 'generally within the range, of common standards of.success (:70%-plus). The
maze technique provides-a multiple-ehoice format, in which_ students choose the

word that -best fits the context. Lunstrom'and, TaYlor (1978) suggest that when
.preparing the maz&exerclite, three alternatives be given for each space:
The correct word

I.

Alf incorrect word of the same class of grammar (such as noun, prepoSi=

2.

:tion,T.rticle)
.

cr

I 3.

An incorrect word from a diffeient grammatical classification.
,

The mazepassage,that follows is based on text material from a seventh-grade
health text (Richmond et.al., 1977). Thig is the same passage-used toilluStrate the
cloze;procedurd,in chapter

Maze Exercise.

Nutrients are substances in

nourish that perfoiht needed tasks
[flumers,
food

in
out

'

I
seven

the 'body. There are

daily

,

six .main classes of nutrients.
source ,

[

He
Need are
They

-

Chemicals

proteins, vitamins, minerals,

meal

No

two food provides all

cooking
fats. and water.
carbohydrates
.
nutrients
cookbooks your body needs. But
wholesome

one

) of
food such as meat
.1

a

[vegetarians

or j, cereal may prOvide several I growing

keil:h

an
snack

[nutrients
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Teaching FrequentlyVsed Roots, Prefixes, and Suffixes
rr
:Useaf context clues is.the.first.strategy readers,should use wheutitejt:encounter an unknown Word.if a second strategy isneaded-, hoWevsr, they should examine
-the.-word forfamiliar roots or affixeS that,might give a clue to mea ing. Using these
o strategies in combitiationii often-all that isiieeded
to indepe dently determine
.
word's meaning.
.

<"'

The first .step.in..preparing students. to use roots and affixes to identify

unknown words-is.to. show !beat that these word parts have constant-meanings of
-their Own. "Aqtia"-means water in all these words: aquatic, aquamarine, aquarium.
and -aquaduct: The root "circ" means `4tiffg," or "to go around" in all these words:
circulate,_ circitit,.And 'circulatiop.
'The longest word in the dictio,nary (1Sale.anetYRourke, 1971) is a word that
could be used in a- health class when lung.diseases=are. discussed, It provides an

excellent .opportuhityp -illustrate the value of =knowing prefikes,-suffikes, and
roots.. The -Ward is "pneumotioultramicroscopicsilicovolcanocaniosis"; :t is the
nAtheala.rniner's disease of the lungs causcd.by the. constant inhalation of . rritant
mineral. particles, such As superfine silicate and quartz dust (Dale and O'Ro irke).
-Dale and- O'Rourke.suggest dividing the worci:intO its component part: and
then defining each:
.6A

<

..

,.

pnetimono: related to the lung (as- inzeumonia)
ultra:
micro:
cbpic:

.
-beyond: exceedingly, super,
.
1. -.:.,..
.
.
very small i
. .
.
related to sight
(ultrainicroscopic: exceedingly small,to the sight)

'silico:

related to hard stone or quartz. a mineral
related to volcanic dust; very fine particles of <rock powder
dust (from greek konis)
disease

valcatio:

con:

iosis:

Below are some samples of exercises,designed to tea911 the meaning of word
,parts. These can be used by the teacher as models in preparing exercises Appropriate
for the.subject matter and student ability level. They are.patterned aftei a'series of

root word exercises in Dale and O'Rourke's Techniques of Teaching Vocabulary
(1971). These exercises are a useful way. to introduce important prefixes. suffixes,
and roots and, at. the
same time. demonstrate.*
interielationship of the words. The
.
.
-use of context is designed to en.nch student understanding of word. meanings.

A

?

.

A.cRoot: detit_denti, dento (tooth;
e

Ca

A dentist is a traina.Rrofessional who treats the teeth and surrounding

tissue of his patients.
2.

A dentist's work or profession is called dentistry.

3.

A tooth is made of a hard substance called dentin.

4.

A dentist will,recommend a denture, 'an artificial set of teeth, for a.patient
who has. lost his teeth.

5.

Dentifrice is a cleanser for teeth.
,

01,

O

a

s

6.

B.

A dental hygienist may recommend dental floss for cleaning your teeth.

Prefix: hyper- (excessive, more, above, beyond)
1.

The child who 9nnot sit down and, is always in motion, may be labeled
hyperkinetic by some observers.
)

1.

A person- who has hypertension must be careful to codicil high blood
pressure.

3.

A person who has hyperglycemia has-an excees of sugar in the blood.

4.

A person wino has abnormally rapid breathing is said to be Iyperpnete.

5.

.

A person with hypersensitive skin must be extremely careful about exposure to the.sun.

C. Suffix: ectomg (to cucout)
otomy (to cut) -.
I.

When,an appendix is infected orinflatiungd, a surgebn will perforean
appendeckrinr.

.

A surgeon may perform a gastrectom t td remove a portion of the stomach
that is infected with cancer.
3.

The small boy had to have a tonsillatomy because his tonsils were
infected.

4.

The doctorin the emergency room performed 4 Ltacheotomy on the
patient with a blocked windpipe to ewble him to breathe.

Frequently Used Roots and Affixes. Teachers may find the list of prefixes.
roots, and suffixes that follow a helpful aid in planning exercises to teach word
parts. With each word part, its meaning and deriveit words arc given.

/
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Roots. and Affixei
Meaning-

Derived Words

without

apathetic, utro ph

aero-

occurring in the
presence of oxygen

aerobics, aeroliatics,
aerodrome, aerpdynamics,
aeronaut, aerosol

dmbi, amphi-

-both

ambidextrous, amphibious

miti-

against

antibiotic, antitoxin,

Prefix
.

ca%

_

6-

.

antivenomcycl-

ring, circle

cyclist, unicycle,
bicycle, tricycle

dys-

ill, bad

dysentry, dyspepsia,
dysfunctioti-

epi-

on, at besides

epiAemic, epidermis

ex:

out

exhale/

before, in front

forehand, foreleg; foredeck
ftiremast, foresail, forefunner

homo-

same

homogenized, homograft,

liyper-

above, super

hypo-

under, less

hypochondria, hypothyroid,
hypodermic, hypoglycemic

intra-

within, inside of :

intrastate, intravenous;
intramural, intramuscular,
intradermal

is or iso- I

equal,honiogeneous

isobar, isotonic, isometric

after, change in place
or form

metacarpal, metabolism;
metaprotein, metatarsal,'
metabolic

iniu, micro-

small, short

microorganism, microbes,
microscope, micronutrient

re-

again

relaxation, rebuild,

ti

ee

hrosporous, homogeneous

.

meta (met).
'

.

hyperkinetic, hyperglycemic,
hypertension

reflex, relay', react

tang, tact-

touch

tactile, contact, tangible

vas (vaso)-

blood vessel

vascular, cardiovascular

,

4
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Meaning

Derived Words

.anibul

walk

ambulator, amble, sonan,ulist

aqua

water

audio

hear, listen to

auditdry, audible,auditorium

cardi

heart

cardiac, cardiovascular;

Root

'

aquaplane, aquarium, aqua
dynamics, aquatics

Cardiogram

i

cauterize caustic, holocaust

caust, taut

burn

cide

kill

corp, corpor

body

corpulent,,corporal, corpse

dent;denti, dento

tooth-

dentist, dentifrice, denture;
dental

'fungicide, herbicide,
insecticide; germicide

-

derm

skin

dermatology, epidermis

hale

breath

exhale, inhalation, halitosis

.hepat,

blood

hepatitis, hepatic

hydr

water

hydroplane; dehydrate

medic (medicus)

to heal-

A

medicine, nedical,
Medicare, medic

optic

eye

optic,nerve, optical,
optometrist; optician

ortho

straight, right,
correct

orthodontist, orthodox,
orthopedist

ped, pod

foot

pedestrian, tripod, podium,
podiatrist

psych, psycho

soul

psyche, psyclic, psychological,
psychoanalysis, psychomotor

scope

watch

telescope, microscope

therm, thermo

heat

thermometer, thermos,
thermostat

tox, toxo

poison

intoxicate, toxin, toxel..
antitoxin

vent

expose to the air

hyperventilation, ventilation,
ventilator

I

3p

,

Suffix

Afecining,

-adult)

place for

4

:

Derived Words

.aquarium; solarium, insectarium,
sanitarium

-,.

.ectomy

.

,

to.cut out

appendectomy, tonsillectomy
:alcohOlic, allergic, aerobics,
gymnastics

le (icS)

relating to,
affeeted by

-itis

inflammation of

tonsillitis, brenchitis, laryngitis,
dermatitis? 'bursitis,

-meter

measure,

pedoMeter, thermotheter,
speedometer,pdo meter

-osis

abnormal OE

cirrhosis, halitosis

diseased condition

-otoiny

to cut,

-vOrotis,

eating, feeding on

tracheo.tomy,

-herbivorous, carnivorous

Understanding Interrelationships Among Words
Vocabulary developMent is a type of concept development. Words are, labeling
-devices;for concepts and_ObjectS. Paie11975) points out that 'education is a process

Ofdeveloping and relining, concepts .applying thein to Old, and new situations."
ThrOugh -using-words .we- can_ categorize, classify, -and reclassify concepts in our
-Given _the ,rOle .that vocabulary - development plays in- learning and concept
development, there are,Many -Ways teaChers,can use the:interrelationshiPs among
words .to teach concepts ancLefiable-students'to explore-interrelationships.
-

The structured. overview-is. aledinique that leathers .cam use., to-introduce.
reinforce, or extend .m;coticopt or an- interrelationship -of concepts. kstructured
overview is_a graphic representation of,the relationships among the' major concepts
in a chapter or_a reading passage, Thestructured overview can also be used to depict
t heinterrelatiptiship oiconcepts- in a. lecture, yin afilin or filmstrip, or on 4 record.
Below-is,ati,exaMple of,A structured. overview based on-a-section of _a heaiiii
text that discusses air,p011tttiOn. Following the example are directions for, preparing

A structured overview. ThesedirectionsAyeradaptedfrorn the Indiana Department.
of,p'utatioti's Reading Effectivieness Prograrn[Midille, Junior, and-Secondary
School Guide-.(1,975),

rK

-

r

SirtOntred-OVerview4AirPollutiOn

4

\

,

Transportation
'Fuel'CoiribtistiA,,frOni Power _Plants
Source's.

lnelpstr
Forest alitiltgridultur4,Fires
,Burning-Solid Wastes
SObt,

4

Air Pollution,

Particulate Pollutants

Ashes
-Smoke
Dust'

Types of
'P011titanis

Gases and'Aerostils
3

Catkin MOtioxide
HydrocarbonS
Sulfur. ,Oxides-

Nitrogen Oxides
Effeet
on

'Respiratory System
Circulatory' System
.Digestive Systeir .

TO prepare a structured overview:

.

1.

PrevieW the.inaterial.on which the structured overview -will be based.

2.

tist.allnajor Concept:carrying words or phrases that are important fot
indeigianding,the -Selection.

_3.

4:

-Organize the
word's are clearly shown..

so that the interrelationships among the

Add.to,tht diagrain warps the students already understand-that will help
to,clarify the-cOnceptS 'represented.
Exainine,the'overvieW. Are the-Major, relationships clearly represented?
Atie -the",-'stipporting_ terin-s- proPerlY. placed?

IntrOducethe, structured overview to students. Explain, why the words
were n" ithitged ;hi Ills- i'vAy:

.

Nt

,

7.

'Ask students.t5add'information to the overview. Consider-leaving out an ',
iMpoetant.COnteit and asking studentS-to determine where it should be ,.,
,
placed.-in the overview:
. ,.,.
.

8.

'

As the lesson continues, refer back to the structured overview when
,
appropriate.

After studentsliave:encountered a-number of structured overviews, they may

be encouraged to prepare- their own:based on information they are studying.

33
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PreparatiOtt,of their., owit-original structured .overviews' is an excellent way 'flit.
students -tO,begin -,to'fOcus independently on the interrelationship of concepts
."
represented; by- vocabulary
An'easier,'bili similar task is puf forth-by' Dale (1075). He suggests illustrating
the interrelationship-of WOrdi',by making "webs of relitionshipsksiMilar proceduce, semantic mapping, is discussed 1,3/, Pearson and johnSon (1978). Building a
-Web, or-inap;.of meanifig relationshipS'iS- a fine way of showing how various word
meanings are aSioCiated,.witkirne,another. Students can create, a'web or-map of
.
-Meanings'hy,listing all the-words that come,to Mind in association with a key:term
Such:wOUldooP recreation. By listing the associated words and then displaying
thernn a'Web of associated terms, students,will.have-anopportunity to understand
more- clearlythe.-key- term .or concept. _An example of a webbing or mapping of
related words in the field of recreation is,- provided below.
I

backpacking
-

hiking
cainPing

!canoeing I: I swimming

mountain
climbing

.

77T

'

,-SpartS

OUTDOOR
RECREATION-,

.

Jogging

orts

hunting.

Sports

long diStarice

Involving

,running

Ariitndls
Team:

football(!

p orts

sailing

-horiebiek-

Individual
.

fishing

Water ---r--1
Sports -......_ t

Wilderness

1

k.

bird, watching I

baseball

Dale (1975):stresses'that if:We Can develop systems of interrelated concepts
-(represented .by vocabulary), this system provides a more "efficient Mental file," a
helpful index to our bank_ of knowledge: He Contrast's this,With-the all too common
practice-of asking students -to define and learn along list of tinielated terms where

there is no darry-,oVer value froni one word to the next. Teaching 'a web of
interrelated:wOrds is much more profitable. Then; Dale points out, When one _word

froin -a word bank of related terms is practiced; the other terms are generally
remembered -and used.
-4

Providing AdeqUate-Reinforcement
Much ofthe;clifliettlty-that students have in learning technical vocabulary
stems from lack of adequate reinforcement. In order to really understand and use a
word, students:need,exposure. to the word in a variety, of contextS.
activities that can be used to reinforce `vocabulary have been
A number
introduced,previously: Below are some additional examples of activities,thatmight
be used to give students opportunities ,to practice vocabulary words. While-the
-

_

-C

-34
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c.

activities are based,on health, physical education, or recreation materials, they are
_Presented here as examples, only: -They are provided as models fdr activities to be
prepared by teachers using materials of-apitropriate content-arid difficulty for the
grade, level In which it would be'-used.. : Crossword Puzzle. the crossword puzzle that follows gives students an oppoi-!unity to practice their knowledge of word meanings. If the words are relatively new

. -

to students, the instructor may want tcr-provide a list, in random order, of all the
0

,

,words usCd,in thepuzzle.This.makes the task somewhat easier. Words that students
have teirned, previously can also bejncluded. This provides a review of these %bords
.
t
and simplifies the:task.
.,..

Vitamin Mystery
8

2

4

0

13

I11
V

14
0

Vitamin Mystery* Clues

4

Across:
1.

Nutrient for building bones and teeth. (CALCIUM)
.0.00

2.

Mineral found in liver, fish, and poultry thin aids in building bones and teeth.
(PHOSPHORUS)

3.

Another name for sugar and starch. (CARBOHYDRATE)

5.

This vitamin contributes to a healthy nervous system. (NIAC

This crossword punle and its clues were based on the following pamphlet:- Martin. M/ The Great Vitamin
Mystery. National Dairy Council. Rosemont, Illinois.
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0

7.

Calcium, phosphorus; andiron are air

(MINERALS)

Another name foi Vitamin B2. (RIBOFLAVIN)
14.

It works with protein to produce hemoglobin. (IRON)

DOwn:
1.

Type of fruit supplying Vitainin C. (CITRUS)
0

2. , A.nutrient

4.

that is essential in building and repairing all tissues. (PROTEIN) 9,

Part of the egg that supplies Vitamin K. (YOLK)

tood'sdurce of any vitamins. (LIVER)
This nutrient supplies energy and is found in food sourees such as butter, cream,

and
salad oil: (FAT)
9.

Sottfce of iodine..(SEAFOOD)

10.

Non-food source of Vitamin D. (SUNLIGHT)

12.

Type of acididund in oranges, grapefruits, and lemons. (ASCORBIC)

13.

Vitamin found in green leafy vegetables, liver, and yeast. (FOLACIN)

141.
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Word Search Puzzle. -Word- search puzzles are another enjoyable way topractice'and reinforce vocabulary. Below!is a word search puzzle based on a health
pamphlet*. It i followed by the answer key:.
Oft

RE

Q

L

A. X A

T

I

YN

P

YS

'H

ET NA C A

E

I

IA NZ 0 NC
0
-ML SL E E -P
I

-C

I

1

RP REllt I OPTIVE..CN I q,FC 01 ENER-Gi' 0

TV'NFNATUREGsNOCR-41?,\LEVTPil.FI AER
.SC,UT 09 LOWF AS R-E CF E..DEP SA AB GI'
D

'1..V_0 .A BR S AGARI .EP U A X(I":*.sMF C T A RFI
N TEN S IM 0 B D'Aa P E iT I- P EA)/ 1E I Y A -C _N
I

't4y,

0

G MOVEME ANPN'N AR AQBON,EI.GS DJ.A
RT,TP,OUGUB TGo

x ECT. 11-1- tC UN HY'IA LTC/
/

AB P

N

.12

O .-RESTtI.EPCF E_K.;TS ON! ELEOS D.12 LEO
..

I

TI,EONE T`-1....

L E 0sT0:1.N

A "S.

N OD-DNIL fiGU D K NA MBYUVMEGR 0
si

E Y OT A.,F.

WT H

T.G,.RE IllTV"-AWNIICEP.T,UP T NC A.

At

:

1 1 AS T O N
EE....C'I`PJ I-EQDT3N-R.K..,1..R CO CC A .L 0 R E..' '`R- :

D H W R..I.A H 0 RA 0

W..E.I

GH TK

0

P

_..

I

..

.

O T HUBA
Y:UA,AD.E.-VE L.OPMENT.111..EGL NTE WOWS,UT MP SAILS N L EP V E C W A
. I

.

AE

.1.:HOT P.TS MENQRUUsPTIs0A AM TUZI ONIN
4

AT AE XE RCIS EI.SNLERW'GJ-I'I I.NNYPT-E.I S HS00.PMMT COPS A,001 SUPD.TS.0
1".1HYSIQuEOUDILB El ER dC L'S.N1.1 Ri'
O G'POS41UR.ES;VOEB AC LC'AT ViBUOO'S
I

M,5

F' A K .D

RE,SP

I

Y

E..tvi C

E, N

S

X

D. L

I

0

S

N

Cr N :T

P

L

R

E '

R4A,T1 ONW.I HI'Z AS RO Gi.R I YRT I

,AZASMESS.TN,UERTE17()NOFWEEPXSE
*.P

A itAG:D-OBkL A N

C

E

T

E ND URANCEQZ'P

*1 his word search punk as based on the following pamphlet. (keg& W.11.4 Bo) and !Is Plosique. Rosemont.
III.: National Dairy Council. 1978.
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WORD SEARCH PUZZLE: Answer Key
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Students who have spellitig or reading problems-may need the aid Of list of
words in-order to be successful. Below is a liSt of:the'wordvontained in the w9rd
puzzle; use of the word list iivcombination with the word search puzzle is also an
_excellent way to:reinforce correct_ spelling..
flexibilky
gradiuil

gility
ppearance
alance

towth

'health

Y.

calorie

..

cikcula.tion

.

.

dination
dev lopthent
diet\
endurance
energy

co

exercise
fatigi e

11

ti

poise
posture
relaxation
respiration
rest
situp
size
sleep
speed

height
heredity
movement
muscles

nature
nutrient
nutrition
performance
physician
physique

sports
strength
structure
tension
weight

I

...
,
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4. IMPROVING
COMPRE ENSION, OF
WRITTEN MATERIALS

Students are often confronted by the need to study and retain complex ideas

preftnted in. books, articles, or other written materials. The-future recreation

director needs to read, understand, and most importantlybe-able to apply
inforniation,about the most effective methods for organizing and carrying out
recreational activitieS. The future health professional_ will rely on nutritional data
provided liy.food proc,essors and suppliers in printed forth to plan-awell balanced,
healthful food service program for an institution. The future physical education
instructor will need:to rely on books or other printed materials to provide a wide
range of information to students. Teacher attention to simple:- aspects of the
knowledge students bring to any task and to characteristics of the-reading materials
used in the elaSsrioom can greatly improve student understandingand application of
what they read:

The Comprehension ProcessAn Overview
Comprehension is essentially a language process, aprocess of understanding.
Strongly related to student skills and experiences in all areas of endeavor, comprehension is the ability.of an individual to acquire information and put that information,to-use in a practical; productive manner. Reading comp. ehension, though only
one facet of a,general intellectual ability, is important. Without it an individual is
unable to make use of the-wealth of experiende and insight others have put into
books, articleS, and other printed form.
For effective instruction and good comprehension to occur,ihe teacher must

take- into account at least these two important factors: (I) thelevel of leading
difficulty of the materials assigned, and (2) the level of student- knowledge and
experience in relation to the assigned topic. In short, the teacher must make an
effort lo match, as accuratkly as possible', the level 'of the assignedreading materials

to the reading skill level of the students,'and be aware_of student 'background
,

.
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knowledge-and experience in the subi.lct area to be studied.
The student who successfully applies a conceptin health education has expc-"
ricnced,and demonstrated good comprehension. Comprehension is not a separate
process or skill unrelated to aperson's knowledge about health issues, recreation, or
physical education. It is, rather, arrevent that occurs or develOps in a broad way
with relationships to many other aspectS of learning and activity. The student-who,
has Mastered the backhand return in tennis is much better cquippectto understand,
to comprehend, a :written account of how best to make tis`e of the backhand in a
tmatch.
Much of the current thinking and research in he area of reading comprehension can be summarized in the phrase, "Comprehension is the process of relating the
new to the known" (Pearson and Johnson, 1978). It is this definition, this notion ofwhat the process okeading comprehension involves, that forms the basis for -the
practical teaching sitggestions that comprise the major portio'n of this chapter
Well.as many of the suggestions found in other chapters of this tnonograph.
this section, classroom applications are suggested for (1) word associalio
tasks that build on what the student already knows, and (2) for word and concept
classification activities that enable, the,student to sec clearly bow new concepts or
, terms relate to old ones. Some examples of different levels oquestions that can,add
depth and variety to classiooM discussions arb also presented.

Practical Applications:to Improve comprehension
qz

Word Association, -Tasks to Build Meanitig.'One important way to -build
student vcicabidaries is through word or concept associations. Students who are
confronlcd;Nkiih new vocabulary or new conCeptican be helped to understand them

by shOwing clearly how these new ideas -relate to what-they already know and
understand, A very useful additional effect of khe use of word associatioktaskssis
the enhancement and enrichment Of existing knowledge that occurs as-a_ more
complex network of-meanings is-built up through these-associations.
What- follows islt series of suggested activities that amid be used to improve
comprehension through wad: and concept associations. Thew suggestions are
meant to provide a patterrior framework of ideas that, can be further refined-and,

adapted by individual teachers to meet their students' particular needs and
s

concerns.*
The free association task deicribed below is a means by which each student can
expand on existing knowledge while being confronted with new concepts and ideas.
That is, the student is relating the new to the known-in an active and positive way. In
addition, the teacher is provided with some very usefuliriformation about the icel
of knowledge and experiencq the students possess with reg"ard to the topic; in this
.
case. vitamins and nutrition;
-

I.

Have your students list all the words that come to mind when they hear
the word, Vitamins. (In this example, a unit on the topic of nutrition, you
mi' t also present' such .Vords,as the following: nourishing, digestion,.
r
ca les, balanced diet, etc.)
.

these actsvoies are adapted from ideas and Nuggestions contained in Teaching Reading Compreheasion by P.U.

['capon and Mb, Johnson. New York: Holt. Rinehart and Winston. 1978.
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2.

Each of your students will geherat'e a. list.4 related words such as:
1.

Health,. 0,Pv

S

41-

.Chemicals

15ftrient

2. Fruits
3. Medicine

I. Energy

4: 'Pills

10. Rickets

.

5. Vegetables

11, Balanc.ed diet

'

6. Vitamit C
.4

After each student has created her/ his own list of words related to the
word Vilamins, combine all the words generated by the class, using the
chalkboard or an' overWead projector to collect and display this pooled
list of associated words.
4.

Next., using the pooled list, have the,studetits suggest gro,ups of words
ight go together; givingtheireasons for the grouping they want to
ha
a kt em.

5.

I

\ Then discuss each word with the class and explore how it relates to-the
concept of nutrition in general and to the role of vitamins in thediet in
particular.
4

Classification A ctivities.to Aid Comprehension. Students who are able tosee
relationships among ideas and group different terms or concepts under headings
_Oat express some coMmon or shared meaning are more likely to comprehendcomplex reading materials such as those often found in the areas of heplth, physical
education. and recreation. Consider the ,definition given earlier in this chapter.
"Comprehension is ,the process of relating the new to the known" (Pearson and
Johnson, 1978). The act of classifying a necv term or concept with terms or concepts

previously learned can be viewed as an essential step toward learning the new
concept. Similarly, the,ahility lo examine a set of 'words and group them according
to similarities in meaning and to provide each group. of words with a meaningful
label or heading is also evidence of effective comprehension. To the extent that the
teacher can encourage these kinds of activities, comprehension will be improved.

Following are examples of three classification activities that may serve as
models for designing comprehension lessons in the areas of health, physical education, and recreation:

1. Classification With Headings Provided
Provide the students with a mixed list of words or terms to group under
headings supplied by the teacher. Use a format like the following:
Directions: Group each of the following terms under the headings given below.

Words:tetracycline; aspirin, ipecac, anticoagulants. antacids, codeine.
penicillin...non-narcotic cough syrup. tranquilizers,

"
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Comments: this type of classification activity is relatively easy for
students to complete,et it provides good practice in classification
of terms, an aid to effective comprehension.
'

2. Classification With Grouped Words Provid
No Headings Given
Provide the students with sets of words. Their task is to supply the miss*
headings. Following.is an example:'
Directions: Read the two lists of words given below and decide why they are

grouped as they arc. Write the erect column heading for each group.

tetracycline

non-narcotic cough -.yrup

codeine

antacids

tranquilizers

bicarbonate of soda

Comments: This activity provides students with the- slightly more
difficult task of seeing the overall relationships that exist among the
listed 'terms. It. too, is -a classification task that enhances
comprehension.

3: Claisifica-tion of Terms Into Several Groups;
No- Headings Given
Provide students with a mixed list of terms that can be grouped into more than
two categories. Provide students with a sheet of paper with blanks for the correct

42
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number of headings (or to make it more difficult, with nd indication as
number of headings needed). For'example:

the

Directions; Examine the list of words given below. Decide how the words

might go together and group them under appropriate headings you provide.
Words: bandages, tetracycline, aspirin, antacids, penicillin, non -narcotic
cough syrup, ipecac, tourniquets, tranquilizers, splints, codeine,
antiseptics, gauze, anticoagulants, bicarbonate of soda.

.

4.1

. .

ezvegtesfe,

.:#206:1/

-I/kW/Ana&
.424i

.41/41,ala/

yleskiA41wiaz

Comments: This level of classification is possibly the most difficult
of the three-types presented. It requires students to determine three
separate sets of relationships, to formulate an appropriate headidg
for each, and to correctly group the words under the correct heading. As a Classification activity it, too, improves comprehension.

.questioning Stratigies. Asking questions based on material students read is
oneof:the most- common techniques used hy teachers to guide comprehension
develOpment. It is helpful to use-a variety of question types in the classroom when
discussing such material. Quite often, however, there is a tendency to use a very
limited range of quesiion types, which, in aim, limit the kinds of thinking skills
students use to answer. The more varied the levels of thinking that students can
practice in response to teacher questions, the better their chances are for effective
comprehension.
There are three major levels of questions considered,in this paper; exalt ples of
each are provided below as models for planning instruction.
1.

Literal level questions, which require students to locate or recall informa-

tion stated directly in the text.
Examples: a. What golf club does the manual suggest for a chip shot to
the green?

b. Where does the textbook mention the various uses of
protective equipment in football?
c. How many major food groups does your text discuss, and
what are they?

43
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2:

Inferential levEl quEstions, which require students to "read betWeen the
lines" in ordet.to draW a-conclusion not directly stated in' the text. This
type of question requires students to use their own knowledge as well aS
theitiformatiOn in the text.
1

Exaniplis: a. Given the differences between a No. I wood and a No. 3
wood; which golf club do you think will provide greater
distance?'Whyl
b. Why do you think 'protective equipment used in football
has changed over the,yearsl
c. Why do you think= experts. feel it is important to chOOse
foods -from each of the major food groups in creating a
balanced diet rather than just taking a vitamin each day?'
-

3.

Critical leveriiiiestions, which require students not Only to draw conclusiong but to,use their judgment,,to evaluate, and to state-opinions based
on appropriate factual information.
ExaMplei: a. -Which brand and style of golf clubs would you choose for
your own use; and why? 3.

b. Do you believe, that football helmets are the source of
Many serious injuries and, if so, how and why would you
r like to:see rules or equipment changed?

c. What would you say to a persorc in.order to convince him"
Or her that it is important to have a balanced diet, and what

facts would you use to support your argument?
`The three major question types listed-above represent a very simple and broad
classification of possible question types. There is considerable evidence (Guszak,
1967) to show that teacherslend to use questions that are literal in nature, with the
most frequently used question type being critical*: Unfortunately, critical level
questions often tend to elicit unsupported opinions rather than carefully thought
out judgments or evaluations.
The teacher should attempt to create a balancein the types of questions used in
the classroom and to avoid questions that require Very little thinking by students.
Quite often students are able to respond to questions, especially literal level questions, bepause the needed information is contained in the question itself. No real
thought is required in order to answer a question such as, "Why is the No. 9 iron
usually used to. loft the ball over nearby obstacles onto the green?" A similar, but
much more thought prayoking question, might be, "What uses most often are made
of the No. 9. iron, which is designed to loft the golf ball high in the air?"
Questioning strategies can be very effectively used in promoting thoughtful
discussion of materials read. By starting with literal level questionsto insure that
student's have a baiic understanding of the materials readand moving progressively to the inferential and the critical levels of questioning, teach,c,rs will increase
student interest in and comprehension of class content.

S
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Following DirectiOns
.

AmeAtreMely_comniciti-coniplintinade.by teachers is that students do nott
follOW-directions._This.geeMS especially trtie_in the areas of physical ethisation and
_recreation; hoWever; the complaint is widespreh-in health and other content areas
as
.

_

Often the problem is due black omotivation or indifference on the pakt of

Students. Mdre often than teachers rdalize,-however, students do not follow direcAions ,,hecause-they -are -*unable to 'figure out what to do,'Soinetime§ studentS are

confused-because the:directions are not clearly stated. At other times students are
unable to follow directions because readability factors, such assentence length and
terminology, Make-thedireetions too difficult.
,Since ability to follow directions may be affected by both their difficulty and
student motivation, suggestions for improvement in each area are given here.
Increasing' Motivation. Student ability and motivationp-feillow directions
can often be increased simply by heightening their awareness ofilrenecessity to do
so..This heightened awareness can be aCcomplished in a humorthis but meaningful

way.13_glqw is an exaMple 'of an activity that can be used to increase student'
attention to 'the need to follow directions.

Following Directions

DIRECTIONS: Follow the directions below.

If the baseball season beins in July, name your favorite player here
otherwise cross out the letter "o" every time
it appears in this word: Orioles. If the word "pack" appears in the word "packers"
Now go back to the first sentence and
draW a cross here
circle the word July-unless July is the coldest month of.the year. Draw a football at
the bottom of the page unless the New York Yankees play baseball; if so, draw a

4,

.
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.
basebaWhat. Can ,you count -from five tol 0?-Do so in reverse, writing the numbers
Then, if a.wrOng answer. to the question,
:in this spape, "Who ,won -the Woirci_ Series in 1978?4''IS the New "York Yankees, write "uncle"
Draw a line over -the third- wcitd- in'this.sentence. Write .three". words ending in1 Y 4t. the top of this page. Don't- write discuss here 1
......._
If.basketball
-ddWrite katate here
:,
you'ie
having
fun
and would
iS a team Spoil circle all tht'g in this Word: "athlete:" If
7-

,

,

If you've had
-like, to continue, write -"20WIE"' here : ---- ,
enough,. write "forget kr at-the en& of -this sentence; otherwise write "forget,it."
1

o
..

SinOlifyingDirections. The other major factor thainfluences student;ability
to follow directions is the-,difficulty' of the -directions themselves.' A..numher of
directions: SOme Of :theseare:' spacing-and
factors. affect the-diffietilt
arratigethent; sentence:structure; ,dif ulty of vocabtilaty;.seope of theactiVity
:clesetibed;,useof:illustratiOns;'clarity,, and emphasis on,key words (Pikulski and
Jones, `1977): -,In - order to demonsttate--the_effects of_eadh of these factOrs, two
exampleS-are=givenbeloW, The first example ,(difficult version) is-based on a,set of
directions taken:front a _book?Otv:soetet (Nelson, _I966) -and rewritten-to illuitrate
elements and featutes that should be avoided in written directions*. This first version

, illustrates many commonly Inade mistakes that can increase the diffictilty of
directions. Following this first version are explanations of the kinds of errors made.
r

Following Diiectiotk: Difficult Version
4

,In the gathe of,soccer, a Player m uSt.,learon' the techniques involved in long

distance-kicks Which include instep kicks, outside of the foot kicks and volley kicks.
A long kick 'should-not be confused with a short kick; a long kick usually travels.
over fifteen yards and.a short kick does not. Of course, beforea player uses a long
kick'; he must estimate the distance he wantS,the soccer ball to go on the playing
field. After relaxing,the ,kicking,leg, the other foot should be positioned approxi-.
matelyiour to six inches away from the'side of the ball which' s dependent upon that
foot as the kicking foot. After positioning tharce leg, the kicking knee should be
flexed until the player Cannot see the ball anymore and then swinging the leg from
his hip, the.playet should straighten the kneend point his toe.up: The player should
not confuse this with an outside of the foot kick that uses an inward pointed toe or a
volley kick thSt is executed When the ball is in the air. The shoelace pOrtion of.his
foot should: hit the bill almost, midpoint. After the kick a player should always
remembei- to continue to swing his kicking leg upward.

f;
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SOme of the problem areas that make the above directions difficult are:
1.
1

Format. and sequence; Format is confusing for the reader. There are no
clear steps in the directions for following a sequence, The directions are in
one long!Paragraph.-

2:. Sentence structure: The sentence structure is iniecessarily difficult for the
reader. Sentences are rambling, rather than Concise.
3a. Vocabulary:: Direction-relatedUnfamiliar words such as "estimate,"

"demonstrate," "approximately," "positioning;" and "executed" are
used.
3b.

Vocabulary: Concept-related-41tifamiliar concepts such as "techniques-," "valley," "instep," and"dePendent" are used.
.

4.

Underlining key Words: Key action words should be underlined to.focus

the attention of the reader:
Illustrations: Illustrations are missing. Soccer skills could be easily demonstrated-with simple illustritions (and/or live demonstrations).
6.

Purpose of activity: Multiple objectives of the activity are too confusing.

Directions should, belimited to one objectik
The second example (simplified) is basically the same set of directions; however, they have been rewritten to makeStiem easier to understand andfollow. Again
the changes are.explained and the ways in which they simplify and improve the
directions are noted.

V
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Following_ Directions: Simplified Version

r

2

I. Format and sequence

Sentence structure

the sentences are concise and speak
effectisely to the reader.

the formakof the directions is clear to
the reager.1he steps that must be fol-

lowed arc numbered and listed in
proper sequence.

.1

There are three basic long distance kicks in the game of soccer. These three kicks are
the in_ step kick, the o side-of-the,foot, and the volley kick. In soccer, i kick is considered

long when therball tea els more than 15.yards.
Today you will learn how to perform the instep kick. Follow iliese

'

E.

Purpose olamisity.

DireZtions are limited to' one
instep kick. 1 he reader
not confused w ith additional
r,
objectises.
acti%

is

steps:

I. Decid where and how far you
wan he ball to go on the field.

2. A ways

.

cp your eyes on the

soccer ball.

I Relax your bo
a.

4.

Keeping youi

kJ

relaxed, put your o

ing leg

.

r foot

alongside of the ball. Th' foot
should be 4 to 6' inches 'ay
from the ball.

.a, Vocabulary:
Directionrelated
Unfamiliar %sordid the first &lemons

5.

Bend the kncc of the kicking
foot until you can no longer see

the ball.- Your knee will cover
your view of the soccer ball.

6. Swinging the kicking leg from
your hip, straighten the knee as
it comes close to the soccer ball.

5,

Illustrations

down. The'top of your kicking
foot should-Hit.die ball slightly
below its middle or midpoin

!be instep Lick is demonstrated w ith a

simple illusiration, This sisual repres

entation of the actisit) helps the
reader understand, the, w Wien
account.

Your toe should be pointing

7.

8.

Aftc kicking the ball, co tinuc
to s ing your leg up his is
called

4.

the follo-through.

Underlining Ley words

Key words are underlined to focus
reader attention on important points
to remember.

rl
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are not included, In addition. winds
such us -decide'ind "bend" ate substituted (or more difficult words such
as `detormine" and -Ilea,"

3b, Vocabulary.
Conceptrelated
New concept. ,..uch as-midpoint-and
'folios...through." are defined (or the
reader. Unfamiliar socattulary is not
used,

49

Consideration of the factors listed here will enable teacherl to wxite directions

that are clearer and easier for students to read. When teachers use directions in
commercially_ prepared materials, the factors listed can be used as guidelines for
supplemental vocabulary help and aid with illustrations and demonstrations.
T

Sequencifor following directions: A technique that has proven quite helpful
in improving student ability to follow directions is the use of a sequence of steps
with each sct of directions encountered. Teachers should practice the steps with
students and ensure thatstncients consciously use these steps until their use becomes
automatic: The following. steps for correctly following directions were adapted
from Comprehensive High School Reading Methods (Shepherd, I9j8):
I.

Read the directions from beginning to and to get a generalidea of what to
do.

2:

Then read the first step.

3.

Do Whitis directed.

4:

Reread .the step to make sure it was done correctly.

5.

Go-on to the next step, folloWing.procedures 2 through 4 above.

§:

Continue to go through the directions'step by step until the activity is

i.

O

I

completed.
7.

Finally, reread, the entire set of directions to make sure that they were
followed completely.

4

Interpreting Visual Aids
-Interpreting Visual aids, such as graphs, charts, figures, and diagrams, is
another area in which health, physical education, and recreation students experience -much- difficulty. Teachers, often assume students have been tipght to use
visual aids while, in fact, instruction in this area has been largely incidental.
Regardless of the type or amount of instruction that his occurred, teachers rarely
find Studints are adequately prepared to learn from aids of this type. - Therefore,
sincc health, physical.education and recreation materials arc often presented in
visual form, instruction in these skills is a necessity if -students, are to learn
successfully.

1

A major reason for student difficulty with readingor interpretation of visual
aids is that a number of- complex thinking/reading skilg are required: Students
must combine information from various sources to draw conclusions, make judgments, and info: comparisons and contrasts. In order to glean information frbm the

visual aid, they must line a knowledge of the basic concepts involved and a
foundation of factual information upon which theconcepts are based.
The terminology that represents.these concepts and facts is often unfamiliar to

students and, therefore, must be taught to students if they are to besuccessful in
interpreting visual aids._ Methods for assisting students with technical vocabulary
are outlined in chapter 3.

4.9
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General Guidelitks. Below are some general guidelines that can make instruct
Lion in the use of-visual aids a simpler task. Followirig the guidel;-(es are,a se ties of
sample activities illustrating some methbas of teaching the skills required in reading
.
,
visual aids.
'.

1.

Make clear to students the purpose of the visual aid. Some common
reasons for using aids of this type are:
a.

To summarize information presentedin the text.

b. To provide, factual information that supports generalizations made
within the text.
c.

To visually demOnstrate information so .that it can be easily
compared.

d. To present information visually that would be confusing if presented

0

Verbally.
e.

2.

To place special emphasis on important concepts presented within
the text.

Identify and preteach the concepts neJssary for sindents to understand
.
'.
th graphic aid.
.

3.

Retie the visual aid to the content being studied.

4.

Give students purposes for examining the table, graph, chart, or figure,

5.

Point out the organization of the visual aid; how, information is
presented.

,

6.

Give students as match guidance and instruction as necessary to under=
stand the visual aid.

7.

Explain any sythbols or abbreviations used.

8:

Begin instruction with simple visual aids, initially presenting_only a few
categories' or types of information. Add to the visual aid to increase its
complexity only after students have mostered-it in simplest form.

9.

,Provide students with abundant practice on visual mate!
riate difficulty.

p

s of approp-

Charts. Charts are often used to organize and/ or summarize factual information. They are helpful as reference when a specific bit of information is,needed, or
when one bit of information needs to f,.,! compared 'or contrasted to another.
Students have difficulty with charts for a variety of reasons. Sbme problem
areas that teachers should. be aware of are:
I.

Students may have difficulty. understandithe overall purpose of the
chart.
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2.

They- may not understand low column headings are used, and that all

informatioe in a column represents one attory.
They may not understand the' process of reading down columns and
across.rows (front left to right).

.

5.

Students often fail to understand the organiz tion of the chart; the ways in in which column headings and'subheadings are related.

Students may be confused by the amount and variety of information
presented.

.

Direct.inst ruction is usually necessary to help students overcome the problems
listed above. Following are sample exercises that demollstrate instruction in the use'
of a chart. The example given include notes the teaclier can' use to-fqcus student

attention on those parts of the charts that rriust be understood in order ,,to
succe ifully-interpret. the chart. First, asimple_two-coiumn chart is presented (sets

-Exa plc IA) providing .only two kinds o( inforiqtion about the students in

a

/to croom 201: their names and v(eight.Then, after stpdentsknow-how to read this
-ch rt, a third column of information ( height) is added (see Example I B).

o

'7;

Eximple
WEIGHT CHART--HOMEROOM 201

2. The column headings identify /what is listed

Student

Weight (in pounds)
105

Pam
--0.
--,...

.......
st 98

Maria

Jane

I. The .title explains the pur
pose of the chart.

below each heading.

120 ,,

/

Lisa

Amy
3. "St uth.nt"

is

a

column .heading:

Terri
Patricia

student names

/ Sharon

are listed below,

Luisa

.

125
110
117
104
118

Read don.n the
column to find
all the student
names.

Juan

153
150

Thomas

121

Dan,

127
132
113
130

Michael

Robert
Patrick
Alfredo
Mark
Daivid

.4-0.

0.
51

.125
140

..--

4.

Read across the
rows. left to right.

to find each student 's weight.
Pam weighs 105
lbs. David weighs
140 lbs.

4

.52
..

\

,'

/

7

/

.

.,

When students understand how two colurpns are read., show them the chart
with three colunin headings. (See Example I B).

-4/
Example e 1.8
.

z

t

t

'I. 'Note change in title to include

additional information
()resented.

. HEIGHT AND WEIGH- CHARTH6MEROOM

.1

201

2. lbw c umn headingshZight has been added. I

(in pounds)

Height
(in feet.and inches

Pain

105

5' Q"

Maria
Jane

98
.120

4' 11"

Lisa

115
125
110
117
104
118

5' 1"
5' 5't

Student

.

Amy
Terry
Patricia
Sharon
Luisa
Michael
Juan
Thomas

,

Ryliert
Patrick
Alfredo
Mark
David

Read across the row to find
David's sseigAt (140 lbs.) and

height (6'01.

5' 4"

5' 3"

.5' 8"

5' 0"

127
132
113
130

425
140

roes to find each
students %%eight

5' 9"

and heigly. Pam's
%eight is 105 lbs.

'5'

121

4.

3. Read nerats_ille

6"

5'

153.
150

Dan/

4,

Weight

6"

5' 5"
5' 2"
5' 7"
5' 4"
5' 4"
5' 9"
6' 0"

and her height is
5'

,
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Graphs., Graphs are usually designed to shoW hoW information is relatedslor to

facilitate the comparison.andjor contrasting of information. While prOviding all
the information a chart offers, graphsgo beyond the charts' sihif)le reporting of
factual information to present information visually so that groupi,ofinformation
are easily compared or contrasted. Graphs come in a varietyof types; some

jr

common ones are circle (pie), bar, and line graphs. The type of graph tised depends
Conuktin types of
on the nature and complexity of the informa0on to be presented.
graphs. their uses, and aids to instruction in their use are discussed bel w.

Circle Graph
.

-A circle-graph is used when-the information to be presented can be e,xpressed
proportionately; that is, to show the relationship of the parts offsomething to the
.whole. The information included is usually stated in percentage's: Aspects of only
graph. -Use of the circle
one main topic and one category can be presented in a circle
size
of
the
percentages
or' parts.
graph helps readers sec the -relative
first
in
chart
for9,and-them
as a circle
Below is some information presented
have
been
taughf
to
read
charts
(see the
graph. It is assumed here that the students
instruction
in
thatiarea
is
needed.
prictEding "Charts': section) and that no

.

Careers in Dance.
Student Preferences*
Percentage of Students
Indicating PreferenciF"

Career

20

Teacher
Therapist
Perfori-ber

10

35
5

Movement Notator

15

Recreation Leader
Choreographer/Dance Director

15

100

Total

Carcerq in Dance
Student Preferences*
Recreation
Leader
15%

Os.

Choreographer/
Dance. Director

Therapist

15%

10%

Movement

Notator 5%
*These are preferences of a hypothetical class.

5.3
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Once,students understand the basic princip es of a circle graph, have students
iirepare
a graph themselves. involving students in actually preparing graphs is one
rt"'"
,orthe best ways to give them practice in reading and interpreting them.
On the next eage a worksheet is provided as an example of the type that could

be .iised for instruction. Before students begin, they must understand a basic
concept: that divisions on dcircle graph are formed by converting the percentages to
degrees on the circle and marking off that number of degrees.
Steps that could be followed in presenting this concept to students are listed
below:
1.

Show students that the sum of percentages representing each propOrtion
equals W0%.
`;

2.

Tell students that a circle has 360 degrees.

3.

Explain that it is necessary to convert the percentages to degrees so that
the categOries can be represented in degrees on the circle graph.

4.

To convert percentages to degrees, studentS must multiply the percentage
for-eaCh category by 360.

5.

'Give th'eitudents the following example taken from the worksheet pn the
following page. Physical Fitness represents 10%(.10) of the total'amo_ urit.
of time spent on the activities listed: .10 x°360 = 36 (36°).

6.

Then have students peasurethe angle on the worksheet graph and show
them that the angle representing the category is equal tq 36°.

7.

Do several examples for the students, marking off the sections on the
circle graph. Examples have been masked on the worksheet below.

.

Amount of Time Spent on. Various
Instructional Activities in a Physical Education Clasg*

AMMO

Instructional
Activity

Percent of Time
Spent on Activity

Conversio9
to Degrees

4)

Physical Fitness
Team Sports
Individual Sports
Wealth/Safety

Total

10

36

40
35

144
126

15
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100ci

360°

-

Like sure columns
add up to 100% and.
361r.

*I hese arc aclotties of a h}pothetical class.
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Use a compass to draw the
circle and mark the center
of the circle.

Use a protractor to accurately
measure the angles. This will
ensure that the sections are
'
the proper si/e.
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A moant of Time Spent on Various
Instructional Activities in a Physical Education Class
Draw and
label each
sect ion

carefully.

f
Bar Graphs

c.

Bar graphs can be used to provide more complex information than circle
graphs. While a circle graph can only present information on one group or category,
a bar graph can provide information on several groups or categories related to one

topic. The following example shows how information from two or more
categoriessite and Sex of cancer incidencecan be placed together in one graph.
When information ,is presented in this way, comparisons are greatly facilitated.
When students are first introduced to bar graphs, the graph shouid be simple,

presenting only one category of information. If this were to be done with the
example shown, only one category (say estimated cancer by site among women)
would be represented. Then, after students unddstand the concept, the second
category (estimated cancer by site among men) can be added as shown.
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eancer Incidence by Site and Sex-1979 Estimates*
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Site of Cancer Incidence
,Adapted from Canter Facts

Figures Ntm York. Amera.an Cancer Soeict). 1978

Line Graphs
Line graphs are usually used to illustrate how a variety of groups or categories
change over time or react to some sort of treatment. A larger number of categories
can be presented when using a line graph than when a bar graph is ,used. Another
function of a line graph is to present how one variable changes as anotOr variable
changes (for example, how heartbeat changes as movement changes from standing
still, to walking, to running).
An example of a line graph that. dispays information over time about three

types of cancer follows. However, before asking students to read two or threecategory graphs, a simple one-category line graph should be presented. Then, after
students have mastered this, additional categories can be introduced an0 included
on the graph.
Probably the most difficult concept for students to understand when learning
about line graphs is that each point on the graph represents two bits of information
about the category represented. For example, in the graph below the point marked
with an arrow indicates that when Sam had been in training for, 10 days, he was
running two miles per day.

/
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Sam
Dave

OMB

1 4.,'e.
2

Miles Run Per Day.

15

10

5

Days in Trainipg

Other points students must undersiand in order to read line graphs are:
I.

.2.

The title explains the pur'pose of the.graph, and also presents the categories.represented by the graph.

The numbers along each axis represent amounts of the category labeled
represe, .
(i.e., in the-graph "Male Cancer Death Rates by Site, 0,10,20,30
vertical axis, the
population;
the
numbers
along
the
rate.per 100,000 male
year).

Male Cancer Death Rates by Site
United Slates, 1930 -1976 *
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The key explains what each type ofilne on the graph represents (k. e., lung
cancer is represented by dstraight line, stomach by short dashes, esopha-

3.

gus by dots):
.

4.

The graph is read from left to right on the horizontal axis and from
bottom to top on the verticle axis.

5.

Points that are.higher on the vertical axis represent larger amountsof the
-category represented; and those to the right on the horizontal axis; the
most recent data.

Line graphs are more abstract than the other types of graphs presented
because the relative proportion's of categories are represented by their position on

the graph, rather than by some concrete, figure. In a circle graph the relative
importance of a category-is clear because its size is directly represented by the
-appropriate portion of the circle. A bar graph is more abstiact but still concrete in

that the length of the bar represents the relative proportion. In a line graph,
however, only the distance (both up and out) from the left-hand corner of the graph
indicates their position in relation to the categories.-This lack of concreteness can-

make reading a line graph very difficult for students. Thus instruction should be
thorough and progress at a rate that enables students to be successful.
.

,

/

Diagrams. Diagrams are drdwings that explain something by outlining its
parts, workings, etc. Difficulty in interpreting diagrains is often due to these
reasons:

Drawings are two-dimensional (flat); the object being represented is

1.
.

three-dimensional.

2.

Students may have difficulty conceptualizing the dimensions or size of
the object represented, especially when it is reduced or enlarged for ease
of presentation.

3.

Students may be confused by the position from which they view the
diagram as represented by the artist. The view inay be from the top, side.
or even through several layers of the object.

4.

,

.

Vocabulary used in the diagram may be unfamiliar to the reader.

The easiest solution to a problem in interpreting a diagram is direct experience. if students are having difficulty understanding the dimensions of a tennis
court, take them out and show them an actual court. If they are having difficulty
understanding a diagram of how the blood runs through the heart, bring in a model
ofthe heart. If students in physical education do not understand how a football play
works, hOe them walk through the play, Then the diagram is used as reinforcement, for review. It also can function as a written reference.

If explaining a diagram through direct experience is not possible, other
techniques must be used. When students are having difficulty conceptualizing size,
compare the object to something that students know well. For instance, a person's
heart is about the size ,of a closed fist.
When students are confused by the position from which they view an object in
a diagram, often clarification of their position can solve the problem. For instance,
a diagram of a tennis court isrusually drawn as if the person examining it is viewing it
from above; while an organ of the body may be shown as a cross-section to enable

illustration of its functioning parts. This viewpoint often must be made clear to
students if they ar to understand the diagram.

al
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When' vocabulary used in labeling the' diagram is unfamiliar to students,
teachers must first teach the terms. A format for teaching unknownworq is found
in chapter 3.
ii

Applications of Study Techniques
Effective study habits are based upon student ability to be systematic about
reading and reviewing content materials. reading must be purposeful and active if
good retention and comprehension of information is to occur. These observations
hold in all areas of instruction g,s,well as in the areas of-health, physical education,
and recreation.
Amide variety of study procedures have been developed by numerous authors
over the years, the best of whichprovide the student with a 'clear franiework or a
logical sequence thatserves to improve the effectivenes's andefficiency of a student's
.

,

study efforts.

-,viost proposed study sequences suggest that the student follow a definiteseries
of steps. Such sequences usually include, in some form, the following major

elements:
1.

The student should have a clear purpose in 'minda problem to solve
before bEginning an assignment.

2.

The student should be aware of the major topics and conceptsthat will be
presented in the materials to be read.

3.

The student should be aware of the organizatiodal structure of the
materials to be read.

4.

5.

6.

The student should read aggresisively in order to seek answers to specific
questions or to solve particular problems.
Thestudent reader should seek to systematically record the results of tilt,
study process in a brief, concise manner that can be easily revised or
reviewed.

The student should periodically review and reconsider the materials read
and her/his written notes based on it to ensure that the information and
concepts are retained and clearly understood.

The PAR-4 Study Technique. McGuire and Bumpus (1971), in developing
their PAR-4 study technique, point out that effective study is systematic study. The
PAR-4 study technique is designed to provjde students with a clear sequence of
1

events that can be followed in studying. The term PAR-4 is an acronym that
represents the essential steps of PREVIEW, ASK, READ, RECORD, RETHINK,
and REVIEW: The following outline demonstrates the essential elements of the
PAR-4 study technique and has been adapted from materials developed -by Drs.
Marion McGuire and Marguerite Bumpus at the University of Rhode Island. The
materials are included in The Croft In-service Program; Reading Comprehension
Skills Materials (McGuire and Bunipus, 1971):

i
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I.

The PREVIEW Step:
HaveltudentSreview a chapter byreading the chapter title, introdpctory paragraph(s), section headings, subtitles, graphscharts,
illustration captions, ansummary paragraphs. This process.causes
students,carefully to attend to the major topiesof the chaptefand to
the organizdtionalScheme the writer has used..Seeing the organizational .pattern Of written material is a very linportant.steP toward
understanding the content. If The chapter does not contain section
headings or sulititles;bavethe students PREVIEW by reading the'
title, the first paragraph,,the first sentence of every third or.fourtlf
paragraph, or the concluding paragraph. Note that the PREVIEW
step does not involve a detailed reading of the selection. Detailed
;reading is not the purpose of this step.. The mainpUrpose Of this
PREVIEW step is for the reader td become familiar with the major
topicg and organizational Patterns of the material to be studied.

(1

.

The ASK Sted:
. Have students .look at the chaPter, titles, headings, italicized words,
topic sentences, or other key words in the selection. Each key term
- or heading should be transformed into a question statement. For
example, the key word roughage might be found in a health chapter.:
The resulting question formed during the ASK step could be, "What
is the meaning of the teFm roughage?" The student should record
each question statement on a two-column sheet such as that shown

in Example I below. Following the ASK-step, the-student should
have a list of questions that pltrallel the majOr.topios and concepts of

the assigned reading. The, main objective for the ,AK step is to
establish clear ,reasons or focal points around which productive
readingof the text can occur.
3..

-The READ .Step:
Have the students read the selection, actively and aggressively
loo4ing for answers to the questions. developed>during the ASK
step. The topic and structure-awareness gained during the PREVIEW step will also be helpful, providing a context for the active
READ step. Students should take mental note of the answers as

they develop during the READ step and use this information in
order to accomplish the next step in the PAR-4 study procedure.

J

4.

The RECORD Step:
Have the students jot down notes, facts,.or answers to questions that
are found as the reading progresses. The RECORD step allows the
students to take structured notes in response to the ASK step as the
reading to seek facts and answers proceeds. The RECORD step also

_

promotes efficiency in learning the materials while it reduces the
need for lengthy rereading of a text to seek.important details which
may be needed at a later time. The RECORD step is, in fact; an
organized notetaking process that grows directly out of the PRE-

VIEW, ASK, and READ steps of the PAR-4 procedure. The
RECORD step can be carried out in a stenographer's notebook, on
ordinary lined notepaper, or on index cards that can serve as a file of

information for later review.
5.

4e RETHINK Step:
Have the students add questions or comments to their recording
sheets that go beyond the level of finding literal information in the
reading selection.. At this point in the PAR-4 procedure, the stu-

dents should be directed to ASK and RECORD any additional
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questions or prqbleins, that: have arisen as a result of the first four

steps of the study process. For example, students might wish to

exploretrie various kinds of -food industries ot businesses that exist.
Item 'in-ExaniPle I, belciw, shows one type of additional question
and ,r_esPonse,,that:iniglit be-added to the recording sheet at this
stage. Here students will make inferences, diaw conclusions, or ask
additional-critical or evaluative questions which have grown out of

theircat:dui, systematic start of the materials. Theteacher should
encoUrage students,to try to-think-beyond What the Nita has said
literally, and to posp new'questions or seek answers to questions or
'probleits,mbleh:hai/e been an,outcome of the reading.and study
process. Onvery important outcome of theIRETHINK,step, then,
is the introduction of higher level, more abstradt questidnk that go
beyond .literal-recall of the faets in -a Selection.
.

6.

.

The REVIEW Step:
Have,,the students undertake frequent and periodic review of the
materials on their, ASK and RECORD pages. Students should.
''.reread their wiltten,notpsand make additions oi-.co' irectionsfmuch
as i the RETHINK step) on a regular basis. A regular- review
provide.. Unproved long -term retention of information 'learned
thtough the application of the PAR -4- procedure. An qample of a
very effective Way- for the. REVIEW step to be undertaken is the
self-test. Students can test thethselves by using the. /kSKtolumn'as a
series of test questions. Have yOur students cover the RECORD
side of the page while responding orally to the items on ASK side.
Responding orally to :each qUestion or working with a fellow stu:

dent to recall and discuss the answers will greatly enhance the
learning. processs.

e
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Example 1The PAR-4 Study Technique*
Student Name
Book Title:
Health. A Way of Life"
Chapter Title: : Nutrition and You

Date

Pollock, et al.
IPage(s)
At.

'ASK
1. What ;is the meaning of the term

nutri&2

RECORD '
1. Nutrition has tO do with the foOds we
at and hoi" our body uses them.

.2. Why do we eat the foods we lo?

2. They taste good to us, habit, because
thd foods,were prepared for us.

3. Hotv are eating habits formed?

3. Family customs, what can be afforded,
ethnic baekground.

4. HOW does the.food business affect my
eating habits?

4. Convenience fciods, additives, variety
of diet, junk foods, all related to the
food,businiss.

5. (RETHINK) What different kinds of

5. Suprmarkets, food processing and

b

food businesses exist?

packing companies, fast-food chains,
chemical companies that make food
additives and adVertising.

*Note: This recording sheet format is that suggested by McGuire aqd-Bumpus (op. cit.) The example
given here is,not meant to be an exhaustive .reatment of the topic of nutrition but is designed to

_illustrate how a student might respond to the ASK and RECORD 'steps of the PAR-4
procedure.
"Pollock. MM.. Purdy. co: and Carroll. C.O. Health. A Way of Life.Glemicw.

Scott. Foreman and

Company. 1979:

Teachers who plan to use the PR-4 study technique should choose a well
organized chapter or dther reading selection and apply.the process to the material
themselves in order to have a clear understanding of the task they will require of

their students. Following this preparation, the teacher should demonstrate the
PAR-4 procedure to students directly so any questions that arise can dealt with
immediately. One major purpose of teaching students the procedure is to encourage
a flexible approach; to the reading of content materials. Unfortunately,
tely, many.,
students habitually read all materials in the same way, as if they wer reading a
novel or a magazine article about a familiar topic. A procedure like PAR-4 can be
used to add flexibility as well as structure to student reading and study habits.
A Structured Notetaking System. Notetaking is an essential element of effident study. The PAR-4 study technique (McGuire and Bumpus, 1971) describes
a recording procedure whereby students write down questions and answers in a
two-column ASK and ANSWER format. A similar procedure using RECALL and
NOTES column head has been investigated by Palmatier (1971) and proposed by
Aaronson (1975) for use in a lecture or listening setting.
The two-column notetaking procedure proposed by<Aaronson is based on the

0
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a
idea that increased involvement of the student in the lecture process combined with
immediate and periodic review of written notes, will benefit students by increasing
their retention and understanding oflecture or demonstration notes.
The following essential steps for using the two-column notetaking procedure
are adapted from.procedures developed by Aaronson.*
I.

The student should use an ordinary sheet of loose leaf notepaper divided;
into two vertical columns. The right-hand column should be the larger'
one,, approximately 6" wide.

The student should record the main points of the speaker's flow of ideas
in the right-hand column of the recording sheet displayed as Example 2
bel w. The. notetakin hould be done in the usual fashion of jotting
wn main ideas, phras key terms, or important facts that highlight
the main points conveye by the speaker.
3.

4.

5.

As soon after the lecture or demonstration as possible, the student should
take the time to review the notes in the right-hand column of the recording sheet. At this time, any missing information or additional information should be added to 'these notes in order to make them more complete
and accurate. This immediate review step has been shown to promote
.very effective learning reinforcement for students.
Next, have the students use the left-hand column of the recording page to
jot down key terms, clarifying comments, and questions that need to be
answered or which illustrate the main points of the lecture or demonstration. Most of these entries probably.will be in the form of questions 'or
summary phrases.

A final step in the process is to have the student use the information

contained in the left-hand column of the recording page as a self-test and
active review. Have the students cover the right side of the page and use
the questions on the left as test items for Purposes of review. Following
this self-test phase, have students jot down any further questions that
need to be asked later in class.

Example 2A Two-Column Notetaking Format Table
NAME

DATE

NAME OF SP AKER
TOPIC
.

RECALL AND QUESTIONS

LECTURE NOTES

'Aaronson. Shirley. "Notctaking Improvement. A Combined Auditory. Functional, and Psychological
Approach." Journal of Reading (October 1975). p. 10.
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The teacher can encourage students to use this approach to 'notetaking by
providing them with blank notctaking forms set up according to the suggested
format and by reviewing with them the essential steps of the process. Students
should d then be iii.ven the opportunity to use the format inalecture or demonstration
setting.. Immediately after the lecture, students should bgliven time for review and

fillihgin the left-luind RECALL column. At this point, the teacher should discuss
the notetaking process with the students and suggest additionarkinds of questions
and comments that might be recorded in the notes. Following this discussion, the
teacher shbuld direct the students to review the lecture by using the RECALL
column as a self-test in preparation for a discussion or quiz during the next ckass
meeting. In this way the teacher can actively encourage the use of this very
systematic notetaking procedure.

r1
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SELECTING MATERIALS
`r.

'Since materials are often used as the core of the instructional program:
selection of the materials to be used is an important process, A wide selection of
materials is currently available, both from commercial publishers and from official
and volUntary health agencies. Materials should be chosen following a careful,
thoughtful examination of those lavailable. Below are criteria that may be Used in
'selecting materials. These criteria should be adaptedto fit particular situations. The
relative importance of the criteria used must be determined by individual teachers
to suit the instructional needs of their students. For example, the reading level of the
material may be themost important selection criterionised in one situation, while
the type and quality of the content of the material may be of utmost importance in
another situation. Again, 'teachers must make these decisions for themselves.
Criteria for Selecting Materials
1.

How current is the information presented?

A. What is the copyright date?
B. Are the concepts and theories up to date?
C. Are outdated ideas included?
D. Is the terminology current?
E. Are illustrations current enough to be effective?
II.

Does the content included match the goals oT thecourse?, .
A. Do the concepts covered match the goals of the course?
B. Are important concepts explained clearly and thoroughly?
C. Does the material emphasize the topics the course stresses?

III. Are 'useful study aids included?

74`4,2.,--

A. Glossary?
B. Pronunciation key (either within text or in glossary)?
C. Index?
D. Headings and subheadings? .

i

,

E. Preview questions?

.

F. Overview and summary for each chapter?
.G. Are important vocabulary words:and concepts clearly presented?
H. Are graphs, charts, illustrations, and diagrams easy to understand?
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.

Is the material suitable for,the student population to be taught?

IV.

A. Is the reading level 'appropriate. for students?
B. Are the concepts of appropriate difficulty given student 'background?
C. Are instructional tasks arranged in a logical order'
D. Is there.a proper balance between instructional and practice lessohs?
E. Is the material organized so that differentiated assignments can be used?
Will the material be appealing to students?

V.

A. Are there attractive illustrations?
B. Is the size and amount of type on a page appropriate_for the age of the
;
student?
C. Is the cover colorful and attractive?.

Determining Difficulty Levetof Reading Materials'
If students are to learn efficiently from content materials, the reading level of
the materials must be appropriate, A number of factors affect the readability of
written materials. Some or these factors are:
1.

2.
3.

4,
5.
6.,

Difficulty of vocabulary
Sentence complexity
Student interest
Student background of experiente
Number and difficulty of concepts presented
Organization and format of material

A

*

If the authors of materials are content specialists rather than educators, they /
often do not attempt to control factors that affect readability; this can result in
difficult reading for students.
A number of measures are available to examine some of the key factors that
affect readability. The factors generally considered by readability formulas are
sentence complexity and difficulty of vocabulary. Sentence complexity is usually
measured by the length of tht" sentence, whereas vocabulary is judged by the number
of syllables in the words or by whether words are included in a list Of "easy" Words.
However, since only some factors are considered, the readability measures
must be viewed as.approiimations of the reading level of the material, not absolutes. The content teacher must still be responsible for judging the difficulty level of
concepts, the interest leyel of materials, and the match between the materials and
the background expeiience of students.
Given these cautions a useful readability formula presented in graph form is
presented below. The Fry Graph was selected for presentation because it is easy to
compute and is used widely by secondary teachers. Directions for computing and a
1

worksheet are provided to guide teachers through the process of using the Fry
Graph.
FRY GRAPH

ESTIMATING READABILITY

0

Directions

Part I
1.

Randomly select a representative 100-word prose passage from the beginning

of a book or article.

6C
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.

Mark the beginning and end of the 100-word selection. (Skip any numbers
unless they are written outskip 79, count seventy-nine.)
Count the number of sentences in the I00-word passage. (Use a decimal fdr a
partial sentenceexample, 6.4 sentences.)

3.

.,

Count the number of syllables in the 100-word passage. (Remember that each
word It's at least one syllableut you may want to count the additional syllable
andadd 100).

4.

Part II
Choose at least two other representative 100-word passages at random. If only

1.

two more are chosen, choose them from the middle and end of the book.

7.

Count sentence length and number of syllables just as you did above for each
.of the additibn4I 100-word selections.

3.

Record the results of your.work on_the' worksheet that follows, including the
.results of the first passage cOmputatign in Part 1 above.

Fry 'Readability Formula Worksheet

Part III

Publisher:

Title:

Number
-

.

Number of Sentences
in 100-Word Passage

Page Number:of Passage

Passage_

Number of Syllables
in 100-Word Passage

I.

,

.

1

.

/

,

.

..--

.

.

3 --. ''
4

..

5
1

.

7
.

8,

.

.

4

,

1

.

ao

,

Number of Passagei
Total

Number of-SYllables
Total

Number of Sentences
Total

,...,

4

6
3

.

.

.
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Part IY'
5

I.

Divide the total number, f sentences by the number of passages. This wartive,
'the average number of sentences..

2.

Divide the total number of syllables by the number of passages. This will give_
the average number of syllables.

3

On the Fry Graph plot the average number of sentences tad-the average number of syllables. The point Where they intersect is the approximate readability
level of the materials.

4.

The approximate readability level of this material is

ma.

p

'GRAPH FOR ESTIMATING READABILITY
By Edward Fry, Rutgers University Reading Center,'
New Brunswick, New Jersey
Mfg 090 number of syllables per 100 words
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SOURCE: The Readability Graph conceived by Edward Fry. Rutgers University Reading
Center. New Brunswick, New Jersey, is hot cppyrighted. Anyone may reproduce it in any quantity
without permission from the author and editor. The Readability Graph can ix found in Edward Fry.
Reading Instruction for Classroom and Clinic, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1972, P.. 232.
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Sources of Free and Inexpensive Non-text Materials
A variety of free and inexpensive materials is available from voluntary, public,

and professional health agencies. Below is a list of agencies that provide such
materials on request.

Public Health Agencies
Department of Education
Office bf Ethication
Washington, D.C. 20025
Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington. D.C. 20025
(Request a catalog of materials.)
U.S. Public Health Service
Department of Health and Human Services
Washington. D.C. 20201

The United Nations World' Health Organization
New York, New York 10006

Voluntary and Professional Health Agencies
American Hospital Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Alcoholics Anonymous
World Services, Inc.
Box 459
Grand Central Station
New York, New York 10017

American Lung Association
1740 Broadway
New York, NewYork 10019

American Cancer Society
New York City Division, Inc.
19 West 56th Street
New York, New York 10019

American National Red Cross
Seventeenth and D Streets. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(Contact local chapters for materials)

American Dental Association
211 East Chicago Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

American Nurses Association
2420 Pershing Road
Kansas City, Missouri 64108

American Foundation for the Blind
"15 West Sixteenth Street
New
, York. New York 10011

American Optometric Association
243 North Lindbergh Boulevard
St. Louis, Missouri 63141

American Feart Associatidi
Eastern Affiliate Office
622 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017
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Arthritis Foundation
Suite 1101

3460 Peach Tree Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30326

Muscular Dystrophy Association of America
810 Seventh Avenue

C New York, New York 10019

National Multiple Sclerosis Society
205 East 42nd Street
New York, New York 10017
,National Society for the Prevention
of Blindness
79 Madison Avenue

New York, New York 0,016
I

National Association for Mental Health

Planned ParenthoodWorld Population

250 West 57th Street

810 Seventh Avenue

New York, New York -10019

New York, New York 10019

National League for Nursing
-10 Columbus Circle
New York, New York 10019
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